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"With Malice toward None, with Charity forAIl, and with Firmness in the Right"
ROY, Mora County. Mew Mexico.
Saturday.
April 19
m.

XVI.

Masonic Lodge
Is Instituted
Acacia Lodge. No, 53 A F

&

AM

of Roy is at last Chartered and
a regular working lodge after
six months during which "The
Jinx" persistently forestalled
every attempt at advancement.
Several dates were set for the
event of instituting the lodge
but each time some unforeseen
cause postponed it. If it wasnt
quarantine it was snow storms or
something else.
District Deputy, Grand Master,
Dr. Ormiston & Brown, was
sent by Grand Master, Alex D.
Goldenburg
to perform the
The social event
ceremonies,
planned by the lodge had to be
abandoned but the ceremonies
were held and all the members
are glad to be on the way again.
The,. officers elected and in-

stalled

abito

are-F- red

S. Brown, W. M--.
T. E. Mitchell, S. W.
M. D. Gibbs, J. W.
J. H. Mitchell, Treas,

Library Opened The
Library will be
every day until 9 p.m.all per
sons having magazines or books
to contribute will please bring
fhem in. We want the young
people to have a good time - with
books and magazines every evening at the Red Cross Room Roy
N. M, people of all ages welcome
All persons desiring to take
books from the library are requir
ed to apply to the Librarian who
will register the name of the
book and.the date, Books taken
out must be returned within one
week or pay a fine to the library
fund. All persons are required to
be quiet and orderly while in the
reading room.
VJ. M.

Wilson Librarian.
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It Is Hereby Certified, that the annexed Is a full, true and complete transcript of the
Certificate of Incorioration of
NEW MEXICO
NORTHEASTERN
OIL COMPANY
(No. 9712)
with file endorsements thereon, as same
apiears on file and of record in the office of the State Coi"ioratioii Commission.
la Testimony Whereof, the State Cor-in- .
ration Commission of the State oí
New Mexico has caused this certificate
to be signed liy its Chairman awl the
seal of said Commission, to be affixed at
the City of Santa Fe on this 1st day of
April, A. V. 1919..
.HUOH H. WILLIAMS,
Chairman.
(SEAL)
Attest: A. L. MORRISON.
,
Clerk. :

Miss McNama, who has long
II. B. Jones, president of the
been the efficeint stenographer Roy Bank, came up from Tucum
and bookkeeper at tha Roy Tra cari last Thursday and invested
ding Co. store, has leased one of $2000.00 in the Roy Oil Co, Stock
the Appel' business rooms and. sold so readly that the company
will start a Business College decided not to sell any more stock
May first, giving instructions in for the present as they have all
Bookkeeping, Stenography and the money they will need for
Typewriting. Miss McNama is a
work. Mr. Jone is
graduate of sevral modern insti- enthusiastic over the oil prospect
tutions in all these lines and has arid belives this proposition here?
natural talent as an instructor on the mesa is bette than many
added to a practical business of those in Texas in which his
training and a personality which fellow townsmen are interested.
commands attention. She cannot
F. S. Brown. General Manager
fail to make her school a success
and will be a boon to the young of the Northeastern New Mex
people of Roy who take advant-ag- ico Oil Co. went to Santa
Friday tofile the Incorpora
of this opporunity to ' get a
right start on a business career- tion papers for the Company and.
at inme. Roy is to be congratula- complete some other important
ted upon having such an enter- transactions. He is positive they
prise started in town and should have the best as well as the big
gest tract of oil land in theiState
encourage it.
under their leases, if this paper
Omar Keene h the new cub at is late in getting out this week
succeeding Rual Wade, it is because of waiting fiar the
the
who has accepted a job with Jim Articles of Incorporatioa which
Chrisman and will be a tractor- - appear herein.
farmer and welldriller this sumJohn Hanton, of Milla called
mer. Omar has had some experience in a print shop and we rath last Friday for his last weeks
er think his quiet ways and order paper he missed it someway and
ly, methodical work are going to wanted it, We are goúa to quit
süit us. If he dont lose his head printieg a paper when the time
over the. girls we shall hope to comes that our readecs wont no- -,
tice it if they miss aa issue.
make him a real printer.

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

ij-n-

o. L. Jititio
F. E.'Iyey
T. J. Kiiimg

)...

Stute of New Mexico

F.

loo.oo

W. W. Oilsfrsj
Frank A. Hoy

200.01)

J. Apel
T. F. Self

100.00
100.00

100.00

Total

t.."00.00

VI.

-

'

Duration

Tin term for which this eorHration
fhall exist shall be fifty yenrs.
VII.

Directors
The business of said connration
nhall l.e man aged hy u board of nine
director, the terms of office of all of
whom shall, after the tawnl first selected, be three years. Of the hoard
first selected three Khali hold office for
the term of one year, three for the
"term of two years and three for the
term of three years. The term of office

of three directors

therefore

pire each year.

R. W. Boulware S. D.
J. E. Wildmán, J. D.
W. L. Dunn, S. S,

Albert Bacharach, J. S.
E. F. Ivey, Chaplain,'
E. V. Neil, Tyler,

-

ex-

We almost hope that Stanley
In Witness Whereof, we have hereFoutz will remain on the- farm
' unto get our hands and cal thin 31st
Certificate of Incorporation
and allow his Associate editress NORTHEASTERN NEW MEXICO day of March, 1919.
OIL COMPANY
FLOERSEIM,
(Seal).
to run the paper. She has him
F. N. BROWN,
We, the undersigned, in order to form
(Meal).
bested as an interesting writer a corporation for the puriHwes hereIt. K. ALLDItKrxíK,
(Seal),
J. FLOEUSHEIM,
and that's not saying he is so inafter Mated under and pursuant to
(Heal),
MELVILLE FLOEttSHEIM, (Seal).
the provisions of an Act of the Legis
very bad either.
int. e. i. imowv
lature Assembly of the Territory of
(Seal),
New Mexico, entitled; "An Act to
;ko. II. RAY,
(Seal).
We learn from the Wagon Mound regulate the formation and government
LF.AHM.KIt IM.'NN,
(Seal),
SAM STRONG.
(Seal),
Sentinel, that Rev. Bernard C. of corporations for mining, manufacF. I. MEFFERT,
turing,
pursuits,'
industrial
and
other
(Seal),
Wagon
Mound approved
Eutsler is back at
X. L. BENSON,
March 15, 1905, which act has
(Seal),
again. His friends here will hope leeu incorporated into the Code of 1915
0. L. JrSTlCR,
(Seal).
F. E. IVEY.
as Sectioiw 881 to 1017, inclusive, there
to meet him again occasionlly.
(Seal).
-

-

S--

.

Out of town members were J.
Frank Smith. Will Loftin, J. W.
Wilson and W. C. Bradley all of
Mosquero,
The affair was arranged for
Wednesday night but the wreck
down the road delayed" the trains
so that the Deputy did not arrive
The
uctil Thursday morning.
lodge members had an .all night
session waiting for him and the
ceremonies were performd Thursday forenoon.The next meeting of the lodge
will be Saturday April 26th
which is the regular night and
work in the degrees will be put
or. All members and Masons
will bear in mind thatthe regular
meetings are the second and
fourth Saturdays of each month,
-

Sam, Howie' was in town Tues
day. He' was heading back from
Mosquero to Colorado Springs,
unless he foqnd work here to
stop for, and was calling on his
daughters Mrs. Earl Baum and
Miss Howie.
Sheriff A.C.Trujillo' went to
Mora Tuesday to be present at
the opening of the April term of
Court, Mora Count" had no term
last fall on account of the quaran
tine against Flu so this will be a
busy term.
,

F. J. STRONG.
W. W (ilLPTKAI,

of, and all amendments thereto Including Chapter 112 of the Session Laws
of 1917, of the State of New Mexico,
and all other statute in sueh eases
made and provided, do hereby certify
as fill lows :
I.
Name
The' name of said corHation is and
shall be "Northeastern New Mexico Oil
Company."
'
..
H.
Registered Offiee
The registered office of the conora-- .
tlon Is located at the town of Roy,
County of Mora, State of New Mexlo ,
and E. P. Brown Im designated as the
statutory ageut therein, in, charge thereof and upon whom process against the
corporation may be served.

(Seal).
(Seal).
(Seul).
(Seal).

J. Arri'.L.
T. F. SELF,
State of New Mexico

Th3 Editor was a guest at dinner
at the Branch honse last Friday
and enjoyed a dinner rather bet
ter than we ara accustomed 'to
The regular
whiie batching
this,
borne
are lucky
boarders at
guys and about the best fed people in town, By the way, the Mis3
es Oen, wera in as hostesses in
the party at the Branch home
last week, a fact we failed to
learn until after we reported it.

The Editor spent a quiet. Sunday at Solano with Mrs. Odgen
who is teaching Saturdays in
order to finish her school sooner.
We hope thus to convince her
that she cant esca", e us'and get
her to stay home hereafter. ,

)

) ss.
County of Mora
On this .'list lay of March, 1919,
t
me iiersonally appeared S. Fioer-sheiV. S. Brown, H. K. Alldredge.
J. Floersheim. Melville Floersheim, E.
P. Brown, Geo. II. Ray, Leahmer Dunn.
Sam Strong, F. 1). Mcffcit, N. L. Benson, C. I,. Justice. F. E. Ivey. T. J. '
AH the people young and old
Htrong. W. W.
Frank A. Roy.
J.'Ahx-- I and T. F. Self to me known to of Liberty and surrounding neigh
lie the, persons described in and who borhood are requested to meet
execute! (lie foregoing Instrument, and f at Liberty School House Sunday'
acKiiowfciged
that they executed the April 27 for a- good old time
same as their free act and deed.
Jack, Mills, of Solano," was up
and friendly gathering to reorREM10IO LOPEZ,
Dr. Self's Sanitorium last
at
Notary Public. New Mexio. ganize the tíunday School, Brin
getting patched up from
wefik
(Notarial Seal
dinner baskets and we'll stay as
My commission expires Jan.
1!)20.
same injuries he received trying
e

Oil-tra-

-

III.
Objects

(Seal I,

FRANK A. ROY.

Fe-agai-

e

.

Irvin Ogden, Sr. Sec'y,

14

Oil

of Incorporation.

Certifícale of Comparison
United States of America )
,

Number

Mexico! Oil Company Business College

MEXICO

NEW

VÍ

I

They are buildig the, derrick
The objects for which the said corand will "spud in" for the oil poration is formed and established are:
a. To prospect 'for oil and gas in
well 10 miles south of Tucumcari
:
long a3 we want to.
,
eluding the drilling of wells therefor,
indorsed:
to do the work of a man and team
by May 1st. The excitement is
All!
Come .One Come
and the c instruction of pipes, tanks and
No. 9742
down in the canyons get
both
settling down to expectation and buildings.
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. (5, Page
He
Certificate of IncoriMiratiou of
l. I'o conserve and store oil and gas.
endeavor now and their findings
J. 0, Avery, of Gherryvale ting out posts and firewood.
Jim Johnson Sr, has been sick "may affect our chances material- construct oil refineries, reduce the oil NORTHEASTERN NEW 'MEXICO Kansas, sends for a year of the has a bad back still and will take
OIL' COMPANY
to the different stages of refinement,
for the past two weeks and was ly.
ind gives as a reason that it easy for a while.
therefrom the different Filed in Office of State Corporation
manufacture
out for the first time Monday. We
Commission of New Mexico"
products and sdl and deal in oil and
he has "Married a woman who
April I. .1!)19: 9 :.'!() A. M.
We overlooked the fact last
think it was a scheme to get out
Dr. M. D. Gibbs is planning to Ks.
here and wants news
hasand
e.
A.
To
L.
acquire
of
leases
properly
the
dnring
snow
real
MORRISON.
doing
chores
of
week that F.E.Ivey, has returned
attend the Easter program of the
from Roy." That's positively a
"
rights
to
but
particularly
the
oil
and
Clerk,
and
once
it Knight Templars at Tucumari
We tried it
storm.
long sojourn in the east
gas therein, and to sell, assign am! Complied "Jjo to Mil.
cruelty to wiimals to 'arouse our from his
wouldn't work for us. He took next Sunday.
vv'iiére
he
has been taking treat;
transfer said lenses.
iurJosity like that and not tell us
(1.
his little daughter, back to
To buy, sell, exchange, convey
of New Mexico
)
meht for the disorder which
who she is.
in real property anil especial) an.
Tuesday to leave her with
Prof Trumbull and two others
made it necessary for him to
ly the, rights to oil and gas therein.
t omity or Mora
)
the surgeon who operated on her of the party of agricultural lect1 hereby certify
give up his active life here and
e. To purchase chares of its own
that
Instrument
fast year for a time. Jim planned urers took the train from "Roy capital slock or the eiital stoclvof uny was tiled for record on this
A wreck on the Rock Island take care of his health. He is im
the 11 dnv of
to attend the Woodmen Gnni last week leaving Dr. Watts Mrs. other corporation of this or any other April, a. i), liim 'at !):i.- o'clock', a near Obar ast Fridav delaved proved wonderfully and belives
M. and was duly recorded i
book
i
Hurley and Prof. Hollinger here slate or nation.
Council at Deming on the trip!
traffic several hours. T.E.Mitch- knowledge he has gain
Í. The coiyoiatioii may conduct
It
w,ll.n the
pig.; '.',, on this lltl,
with the autos. They made a
ell's prize bull wás in the wreck Q jn the matter of diet and tak- '
la the St te of New Mexico and day of April, A. 1). 1!10.
Mrs.C.W. B. Lealherman, has heroic effort to get away and elsewhere, including any of the slates
Witness my hand anil real of olliee.
bat escaped any serious injury inecare oí himself he is about
been seriously ill at the home of finally did get to Mills Friday and any or all foveign countries a:id
FABIAN CHAVEZ.
T.E. refused an offer of $15,000. -- airoad as new. He discareded
County Clerk and nn for him before Ipavinc Kansas' i
her daughter, Mrs. Wm.G. John-- . They havs called off the lecture lin,i' ami maintain offices therein.
f
.i,:i, wao a
,4...u wi"v.u
g. To borrow money, make and
(KAI.)
j
"wuoiamc
ex ofriclo Recorder
.
son. Mr. Leatherman came up tour and went back home as soon
and
he.
the
was
on.
'
ecnte mortgages,
anxious
l0f his physiognomy for air the
promissory' note.
Dy lcis pacheco
from the Trigg ranch where he as they could get there for the hills of exchange, bonds and other
seat tin tie- iounu no narm came time we have known him and if
"
'
clu es in acticii.
Couipri red and Indexed
is employed, Monday to help mud.
to the animal in the wreck
ii,;a vnP had rhano-pdwith his
'
The
foregoing
ctauscx
eon-- ;
he
shall
for
Jier.
care
would
not
friends
many
face,
st.rued bulb as objects and powers,. but
Vvc are told that Frank Curns,
Hugh Mitchell and family will no recitation, expression or declaration
on his return
recognized
him
formerly
Harvey,
have
Mrs.
Will
of
Mr. and Mrs. Wensell entertain- read
.
in the future. Hugh of Kjieci(ie powers or purposes herein Afw,,n Mound, has been ap-ithe
ed at their home last Thursday subscribed for it last week so the enumerated shall be deemed to lie ex- pointed Assistant District Attor-!.,- . Solano writes in a , business letter
W. Fred Ogden arrived Friday
with
evening. Those present were Mr. new girl may take her first les- clusive, bur. it is hereby expressly de- ney to t. W.G.Ward who was ap- L,tnat tfley are mucn Phased
.
;
.
went outio the farm to visit
and
theS-Aclared thai all other lawful (nméii not
reports
on
N.M.
their
in
pointed to till the vacancy caused
and Mrs. R.E. Alldredge, Mrs. sons in reading from it and get inconsistent therewith
and wife
are hereby inhis
to
they
and
not
sure
want
are
lw
f nu'A(
Voglesburg, Mrs. II. C.Belknap.
the right start politically as well cluded.
from
vacation
his
having
Fred
is
says
IV.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Roy.
ter Hunker. This seems to offer sell their land here. She
.paymaster's
as be a'booster for this mesa.
in
position
the
his
City
Oklahoma
Authorized Capital
Mr. and Mr. S. E.l'axton, Miss
éxcuse for his resignation from heLy, lrove
The c(,r)orution Is authorized to ise" office of the Dawson Mines, He
V
Su"d,ay
Legislature.
Bessie McNama. and Mr. Marion
iíf"0 'f
Tim Phriofrniin una
V iili
avuvf in uat sue capital stock to the amount of Five the
ioviiiuit hoe oon
wheat all has been down Mie line as far an
new
Pruitt. Dancing and music were petition to secure the re ease of Hundred Thousand Dollars, divided in
Albuquerque and just rambling
io five hundred
Mr. Wagner and wife.of Okla-- ! the way is eimply wonderful,
sharea.of the
enjoyed by all.
Homer Park3 from army service. par value of onethousaud
He, looks better physicaround.
dollar each,
homa, friends of Mr. and Mrs.
Jim needs him this summer
T. Glover, of Diagonal, ally than we ever saw him.
John
Mrs. Hillard Rhyne returned with his tractor, well drill and
Fullbright arrived in Koy last Iowa, likes the news from here
V.
Sunday from Missouri, Harry
week
and have ranted Mrs. T.M. so well he will read
Subscribed
Capital
wheat crop and other activities.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Mahoney
the S A.for
The names of tin; incorporators, the Odgen's house on the west side.
Brockman has been caring for
"homeHe
year.,
was
a
another
are the proud parents of a fine
addresses of all of whom is
her stock during her absence. He
Rev. J. M. Wilson, Pastor of ItOV. New Afovlen fliwl Hut nnmluiii nt Ihey will remain fdr a time and steader at Solano years ago and boy born last week, there is not
reported three calves perished. in the M. E. Church, will preach on shares of capital stock subscribed for see how we)' they hke the cli
still has his land there.
a prouder couple on the mesa as
.
the last snow storm.
World Psace at the Easter, Ser- by each, the aggregate of which shall mate here.
their other children are all girls
uu iue amount witn wiitcii the corpora
vice, next Sunday, April 20th. tion will
from
writes
Crull
Mrs.
Ethel
and this boy chose the right place
ftantuence. business, are as
George Ray was a visitor in
is
she
follows:
M.
N.
where
McNama
Miss
Whitewater,
for a home where he will be fully
Tucumcari last week.
S. Floersheim
got
home
$1,400.00
from
...
Fred
Bown
Stenographer
Puplic
appreciated.
200.00
He started F. H.K. Iirown
Santa Fe Thursday.
reand
for another year
Ii.
Alldredge
Harry Van Ilorne is back the
lótMK
from Springer in a car, whicn J. r'loeiMheiin
Will Brashears says they dont
in
the prospects here. Her
joicing
., 1H0.00
and discharged
from over-sea'
walked
He
down.
broke
Ab
Mulvllle
to
back
family
Florsheim
JOO.tH
Kedlands, bother to oil the windmills cut
are
C.F.Howe and
from the army. He is like all the parents are. still at
150.00
to K, P. Brown
is too on his mail route any more.
there
climate
from spending tíie winter at Las bottandsentin an
the
Calif,
but
Oen. II. Hay
100.00 rest, is glad to get back and his
to There is so much oil talk in tha
back
came
she
Vegas and will farm' here this friends in Roy who sent a car Lfalimer Dunn
so
her
mild
for
.
100.00 many friend P.r glad to see him
after him.
Sam Strong
good old N. M.
summer.
air that it keeps them greased.
100.00 safe home again.- "
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Carol
Easter
"An

G aro'n

By Christina flossctii

Warren' wards

....

.Mwfc

fs.

AppUtoB

'Caroline, I'm afraid you don't know
him even yet He waa for going to
17
vou at once and destroying the note
"But yoa have. Not In words,
know,
In your presence. He would have done,
me.
I
told
yoa
bare
but
lease go on and tell me alL If you It but we persuaded him to wait and
don'tA' with determination, "I shall think It over for a day or two. He did
make Uncle Ellsha tell me aa soon as. think and then decided to wait a little
loneer for your sake."
he comes. I shall."
Por mv sake! For miner fcne
Sylvester sighed. "Well, by Georgel"
"I'll tell yoa passed her hand In a bewildered way
he repeated feelingly.
one thing, young woman, you're wast- across her forehead. "Mr. Sylvester,
ing your talents. Ton should be a t don't aeem to understand even
member of the bar. Any one who can now. I"
For your sake. Caroline. Remem
lead a battle scarred veteran of cross
trap ber. at that time you were engaged
examination Uke myself Into
and then spring it on him, as you have to Malcolm Dunn."
Her intent raze wavered. She drew
done. Is gifted by Providence. I ought
not to say another word on the sub- a lone breath. "I see," she said slow
ject," he declared emphatically. "What ly. "Oh I see."
Yp. Captain Warren is one or tne
Captain, Warren will say to me when
r.
hoat indues of character I ever met
he finds this out Is unpleasant to
What Is It you want me to tell The Dunns did not deceive him for one
your
moment. He was certain Malcolm in
"Everything. I want yoa to sit down tpnded marrying you because of your
matter,' ao was I. He
here by me and tell me the whole story mnnov
" - Hint
uiuutyounvr
from the beginning. Please."
must see the proof with your
knew
He hesitated a moment longer and own eyes. And he showed it to you.
then, his mind made up, returned to
Bnt then." she begged distractedly,
his chair, crossed his legs and began.
ti
nniiin't ha tell me after that? I
Here It la," he said.
Mr,
I am so stupid, I suppose-b- ut,
ago
or
years
twenty
"Caroline, about
Is ls- "Sylvester,
this
all
inch matter your father was a
"He mleht have told you then, out
poor man poor, I mean,
did not think It best Caroline, your
behe
afterward
he
what
to
compared
uncle
man,
has always believed In you. Even
an
clever
came. But he was a
your home he
able business man, one who saw oppor- when you sent him from
you. He said you were
At
blame
not
that
did
them.
grasped
and
tunities
But too, he
time be obtained a grant In South deceived that was all you
had been,
has always declared that
America for"
up wrong.'
'brought
"The
interrupted.
expressed
he
as
It
she
know,"
"I
Akrae Rubber company was formed. Your money had, In a way, warped
Ton told Bteve and me all about that your estimate or people ana wings.
And there was Steve. You know, CaroWhat I want to know Is"
you
about
all
not
tell
did
line, that money and what it brought
I
"Walt
it. I said that another man invested were spoiling Steve. Hi has never been
110,000 with your father to form that so much of a man as during the past
company.
That man, so we now vear. when he thought himself poor.
know, was your uncle, Captain Ellsha But your uncle has planned for him as
Warren.- well as for you, and when he believes
"I guessed that Of course It must the time has come he
have been he."
"Please," she Interrupted falterlngly
"It was. The captain had saved 'please don't say any more. Let me
monev: also at that time he Idol
Am
You say that
think. Mr. Sylvester.
ized his brother and believed In his Uncle Ellsha Intends giving us all that
ahrewdness and capability. He Invest
father took from him all of ltr
ed this $10,000 on Rodgers Warren's
"Yea. all He considers himself mere
likely
was
to
wnrrt that the Investment
your guardian still and will accept
ly
Via m trnnA nnt
that and to helo the
onlv
his expenses from tne estate.
latter in business. For a few years
she repeated bro
is wonderful!
"It
During
nothing.
that
did
company
the
we cannot tate
though
kenly.
"Even
disagreed
time your father and uncle
It It Is wonderful."
concerning another matter, quite
CHAPTER

XVIII,

Continued.

per-bap- s,

r

"What? Cannot take itf '
they did
with this one-a- nd
"Of course not! Do you suppose that
Rodgers
while
again
not see each other
my brother or I would take the
either
period
Akrae
the
lived. In that long
yes, stole
eompany made millions. But Ellsha fortune that our father stole
from him, after be has been living al
supposed It to be bankrupt and worthless, because well, to be frank, be most In poverty all these years and we
cause his brother wrote him to that ex- In luxury on his money? Of course
we shall not take It!"
feet.
"Now we come to the will lour fa
"But, Caroline, I Imagine you will
ther, Caroline, was not a bad man at have to take it I understand your
heart. He realized how he had de feelings, but I think he will compel
frauded the brother who had been so yoa to take It"
k)nd to him, and he kept promising
'I shall not!" She sprang to her
himself to some day repay the money feet "Of courso I shall not! Neverl
be bad taken. To Insure that he put Never!"
that note with the other papers of the
"What's that vou're never coin' to
company. If he did repay It could be take, Caroline measles or another trip
destroyed : If he did not II he should down in these parts? I hope 'taln't the
die, It would be there to prove what last, 'cause I've been cariann' you'd
!t did prove. But always In his mind Ilka It well enough to come again
was the thoneht of you and Steve, the
Caroline turned. Bo did Sylvester.
children he loved. He had quarreled Captain Ellsha waa standing in the
with his brother, It Is true. He naa Annrwav. his band on tne knon. He
cheated him, but restitution for that waa smiling broadly, but as be looked
But what at the two by the fire he ceased to
cheat he had orovlded.
would become of yon, left In case he mile.
died without making restitution pen
"What'a all this?" he asked sus
niless?
He knew his brother, as
piciously. "Caroline, what Sylvester,
said, knew his character, respected his what have vou been telUn' her?"
honesty and believed In his consclen
Neither answered at once. The cap
tloosness and his big heart So be tain looked from one to the other,
made his wllL and In It as you know,
"Sylvester!" Caroline had never seen
he appointed Ellsha your guardian. her uncle thorouehly angry oerore.
He threw his children and their future
Sylvester." be cried, "have you have
noon the mercv and generosity of the you dast to tell her what you shouldn't?
brother he bad wronged. That Is his Didn't you promise me? If you told
reason, as we surmise It for making that cirl IH-I- 'lT
-that will."
His niece stepped forward, uusn,
Uncle Ellsha," she said. t'He didn't
CHAPTER XIX.
. V.. P.
I Want Him."
tell me until I knew already. I guessCarolina did ed It Then I asked for the whole
O YL VESTE U paused.
not speak for a moment; then she truth, and he told me."
asked:
The whole truth? Caroline!"
"And no one knew von or my ancle
TT
wrunc his hands.
or any one of an this until last
"Yes. uncle, the whole truth. I know
yon how. I thought I knew yoa be
Marchr
"No. Graves had, with his usual care fore, but I dldn't-n- ot
halt I ao now.
and patience, pieced together the evi"Oh, Caroline!" He stepped toward
dence and investigated until we were her and then stopped, frantic and de- Caroline!" he
aura that a stockholder In the Akrae nairtnff. "Caroline!
company existed and that all of your cried again. "Can you ever rorgive
fathers estate belonged to him. woo ma? Yon know you must know I
that stockholder was we did not know ain't ever meant to keep It It's all
until that day of the meeting at our yours. I lust didn't give It to you
Oh. Byl
rteht off because because
office. Then Captain warren toia ns.
vester, tell her I never meant to keep
"But h did not know eitnerr
"Not until then. He supposed his it! Tell her!"
The lawyer shook his head. "I did
Akrae stock worthless and had prac
tically forgotten It When we toia mm tell her." he said, with another shrug,
nt ita value, of the note and of "and she tells me she won't accept it"
"What?" The captain's eyes were
the missing shareholder, he knew, of
coarse. One would have thought he starting from his head. "What? Won't
was the wrongdoer and not the wrong-ed- . tak it? Why. it's hers hers and
gone straight to Steve's! It always has been! Do you
. He would have
yoa and asked your pardon If we would calíate I'd rob my own brother's children? Don't talk ao foolish! I won't
have permitted It"
"But- Mr. Sylvester, now we are hour anch talk!"
Caroline waa close to tears, trat she
omine- to the Bart I cannot under-stand. Of course the estate belonged waa firm.
Caotaln Ellsha looked at her deter
to him. I know that It is his. But
wcy didn't he tell Steve and ma the mined face, then at the lawyer's. But
h found no helo there. His chin
truth then, at onceT"
"Caroline, Caroline, don't you onder-- thmat forward. He nodded slowly,
"AH riirht! All rlghtl" he said grim
atand vetT Do you imagine ror one
ly. "Sylvester, Is your chop gola to
moment that your uncle Intends keep
.
ha nwn tomorrer?"
ing that moneyr
waa
captain."
the pus- not
"Guess
amasehim
la
niter
at
She stared
Why V
Thanksgiving.
reply.
"It'e
sled
an?t9L
- "Kteplna; Itr aha repeated. "Why
"But Gravea H be to home, won't he?
I could find bisa at his homer
act! HlsBia- - It beioogxtoiaa.'
-
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"I presume you could.1
"AH right then. Caroline Warren,
you listen to me. I'll give you till 2
o'clock to make up your mind to take
the money that belongs to you. If you
don't I swear to the Lord A'mlghty
I'll take the fust train, ao straight to
New York, hunt up Graves, make him
go down to the office and get that note
vour father made out turnia' all his
nrouertv over to that Akrae company
I'll get that note, ana ru burn tt up.
Then then you'll have to take the
monev. because It'll be yours. .Every
bit of evidence that'll hold In law is
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By JOSEPH C. LINCOLN
(Opyrlght by
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"Yes, Uncle Ellsha," she said, "because I want him."
The clouds blew away that, night
and Thanksgiving day dawned clear
and cold. The gray sea was now blue.
The white paint of the bouses and
fences glistened m the sun. The groves
of pitch pine were brilliant green
blotches spread like rugs here and there
on the brown hills. South Denboro had
thrown off Its gloomy raiment and was
"all dolled up for Thanksglvin," so
Captain Ellsha said.
The cantaln and Rvlvester were lean
lng on the fence by the gate, looking
up the road and waiting lor Dan ana
the "two seater" to heave in sight
and
to
turned,
the
door
.strode
He
out of the room. A moment later they around the bend. The hired man bad
heard a scream from Miss Baker In harnessed early and driven to the staminutes before
the kitchen: "Llsha Warren, what alls tion at least thirty "EllBha
was re
time.
Cantaln
train
you
no
crazy?"
waa
There
vou? Are
answer, but the back door closed with sponsible for the early start. Steve
was coming on. that train. Possibly
a tremendous bang,
one else was coming. The capsome
his
exit
dramatic
hour
after
an
Half
not mean they should find no
did
tain
up
pacing
waa
and
Cantaln Ellsha
welcome or vehicle at th'e station.
down the floor of the barn. It was an
The whistle bad sounded ten minutes
old refuge of his, a place where he was
before.
It was time for Dan to appear
requir
co
when
matters
to
amifttomed
bend.
at
the
ing deliberation and thought oppressed
"I hope to thunder Jim got that telehim
As he turned In bis striae ne
captain for the
saw a shadow move across the sill of gram." observed the since
breakfast
at
least
time
twentieth
caught
his
noen
door.
He
tha hie.
"So do I," replied his friend. "There's
breath and stopped
is there?",
Caroline entered the barn. She came no reason why be shouldn't,
sensible one, but I've scared
no
"No,
upon
put
hands
her
him
and
to
atraleht
up no less than a couple of hundred of
the lapels of his coat- - Her eyes were
the other kind. If he shouldn't come
wat and shining.
-- my, my, she'd be disappointed!"
"Caroline?" he faltered eagerly
He motioned with his head toward
soft
breathed
man!"
good
she
You
window of Caroline's room.
the
ly. "Oh. yon good man!"
They
turned In time to catch a
"Caroline " HIS voice snooK. Put
glimpse of the girl as she parted the
you're
"Caroline,
i
In
hope
it
there was
curtains and looked out on the road.
rnin' tn takn the money?"
She saw them looking at ber, smiled,
Mr. Sylvester
"Yes. Uncle Ellsha.
blushed and disappeared. Both men
has shown me that I must He says smoked in silence for a moment; then
the captain said:
"Say, Sylvester, this New York cruise
of mine turned out pretty good, after
all, didn't it?"
"Decidedly good. It was the making
Caroline
of your niece and nephew.
realizes it now, and so will Steve."
"Hope so. It didn't do me any
"I wouldn't
harm," with a chuckle.
have missed that little beat up the
bay with Mann Dunn for a good deal
For a spell there we was bows abreast,
and 'twas hard to tell who'd turn the
mark first"
Sylvester laughed.
"I'll tell yoa
what. Cantaln Warren." be said. "I
never saw you in better spirits. Do you
know what I think? I think that for
a chap who has Just given away half
of a rood sized fortune and Intends
'
giving away the other half you're the
most cheerful specimen I ever saw.
I jam,
The captain laughed too.
ain't I?" ha said. "Well I can say
truthful what I never expected to say
once I was wuta na i
In my llfe-t-hat
a million dollars. As for the resf of it
HH
I'm like that millionaire that
Look! There comes Dan! See him?
"Kfevr pried the captain excitedly.
"There's Steve! And and yes, there's
anmebodv on the back seat It's Jlml
iTo' pnmel Hoorav I '
"Wait!" Sylvester cried. "I aont
"You good manl" aha breathed .softly
"Oh, you good manl"
want to lose the rest of that sentence.
some million
you will do something desperate if I re You Bald you were like

flf
frj WDMP
w?

ft ft
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fuse.'

Who?"

'Don't bother me!" cried Captain
sartin would! And you'll Uke It
Ellsha. "Who? Why, I was goto to
really?"
say I was like that millionaire chap
'Yes, Uncle Ellsha."
passes out a library every time
'Glorv be! And and, Caroline, you who
up and happens to think of
wakes
be
my
me,
makln'
won't hold it against
who I mean. Anoy
know
You
poor
and matin it
think you was
Ahoy. Steve!"
you live In that little place and get thara Jim!
Ha was waving bis hand to tne pas- along on Just so much, and all that?
in the approaching vehicle.
andera
Can you forgive me for doin' that?"
the feller. I've come to xeei
"That's
"Forgive you? Can I ever thank
says be does that
you enough? I know I can't but I can about the way he
'twould be a crime for me to die ríen.
try all my life to prove what"
TBS END.
There!" with a
great sigh, almost a sob, of relief, "I
guess thls'll be a real Thanksglvin' SUCCUMB TO ARCTIC TENSION
after all." .
But a few 'minutes later another Few Explorers In High Latitudes
thought came to him.
Resist Peculiar Psycho"Caroline." he asked. "I wonder If,
logical Effects.
now that things are as they are, yoa
couidn t ao sometnur eise eometnm
in a nnuer dealing with the Univer
that would please me an awful lot?"
sity of Oxford expedition to Siberia, ol
'What is it .uncle
which he was a member. H. U. nan or
'It's somethln perhaps I ain't got the University of Pennsylvania referany rlKht to ask. The other day yoa red to the striking psychological eftold me you cared for Jim Pearson fects of long daylight and long darkbut that yoa sent him away, 'cause ness in high latitudes, the Scientlfle
you uougnt you naa to earn a .uvin
American states.
for you and fitcve. Now you know
As to the former, apart from the
that yon ain't got to do that And yoa tendency to shorten sleeping hours in
said yoa told him If yoa ever changed
the greatest possible
vour mind vou'd send for him. Don't order to make
long day, there seems to be
yoa s'pose yoa could send for him now use of the
of the nervous
right off--so be could get here for a kind of stimulation
to a feverish
people
system,
urging
this big Thankselvin' of ours? Don't
This Is
and purposeless activity.
von think von could. Caroline?"
especially noticed In newcomers, but
'Send for him now?" she asked in a
the natives are not exempt from It
.low tone. .
hand, the coming of the
"Yes: now right off in time for to On the other
long winter night Is followed by a kind
morrow."
no general depres"He could not get here," she whis of reaction, thoughapparent
vitality
is
of
sion
pered.
With the cessation of work the
'Yes. he could. If yon send him a
period of sociability begins, and the
telegram with one word In ItCome
lapse of
and sign It 'Caroline' he'll be here on circumstances favor a
when "Arctic
time
Is
the
This
eat
tomorrow mornln'a train or' I'll
Such,
my bat and one of Abble's bonnets hysteria" Is likely to show itself.
for instance, Is a form of hysterical
hove In. Think yon could, Caroline?"
Tungus have a
A moment then In a whisper, "Yes, seizure for which the
which
the patient
In
name,
special
Uncle Ellsha."
"Hoorav! But but" anxiously, "hold sings Improvisations of his own which
exaggeron, Caroline. Tell me truly now. Yoa are likely to contain absurd
ain't doln' this lust to Please me? Too ations or laughable glorifications of
mustn't do that, not for the world and himself.
all Yon mustn't send for him on my
Woman's Imagination.
account; only Just for one reason be
When a woman arrives three mitt-ute- s
cause yon want him."
late at a railway station sha ImHe waited for his answer. Then she
looked no. blushlne still but with a agines that the engineer saw her conssmile trembling oa bar Upa,
tas and palled out Just for spite.
.
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Spring bursts today,
For Christ is risen and all the earth's at play.v
PRE-EAST-

WEEK

ER

Curious Customs Have Marked
the Seven Days Before Glorious Easter.

is a custom which is said by some to
go back to the eating of cakes la
honor of Easter, the goddess of light,
among the pngan Saxons; by others
It Is traced even further back to a
very ancient Egyptian custom. However that may be, It was enthusiastically embraced by the English people. At Chelsea there were two noted
bun houses, each claiming- to have
been patronized by the king, to which
the people flocked for miles around on
Good Friday to stand under a sort
of porch or shed and eat of the famous buns. The custom of eating hot
cross buns on Good Friday has in recent years become almost universal In
this country. In the village of Sussex,
In England, the playing of marbles Is,
considered a Good Friday duty by
young and old, although Just what connection it has with the meaning of tha
day Is lost in the folklore of the past.
-

formal celebration of the

TUB

Immediately preceding
Is first mentioned by

church historians In the third
century after Christ. At that. time the
observance of Holy Week took the
form of abstinence from wine and
flesh during the entire week and a
total fast on Friday and Saturday.
Since then the customs of the week
hnve developed along a great variety
of lines. Any elements from Egyptian, Greek, Persian, Jewish and ancient Siixon sources have been adopted and Incorporated Into the elaborate
ceremonials of the Romun Catholic
church. The customs of the Greek
church and of the English church, as
well as the many Protestant sects,
show variations and changes of all
sorts; while among the people of different countries curious folk customs
hnve arisen which seem to have little
or no religious significance and which
are difficult to trace to their origins.
Palm Sunday is marked by the distribution of palms or, In' countries
where
these are not obtainable,
brunches of box, yew or willow. Afterward these are gathered up, burned
and the ashes preserved for use on the
Ash Wednesday following.
It was
formerly the custom in some parts of
England to draw through the streets
a wooden figure of an ass and rider
representing the Christ. Before this
the people threw their willow branches, which were carefully recovered, as
they were thought to be a- protection
against storms and lightning. In oth-?- r
pnrishes cakes were thrown from
the steeple of the church for the vil-

Easter Lilies
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lage boys.
Ones Called "Spy Wednesday."
Wednesday of Holy Week was once
known ns Spy Wednesday and celebrated by a dramatic representation
of the botraynl of Christ by Judas,
With due emphasis upon the traitorous kiss.
Holy Thursday, or Maundy Thursday, gets its nnme from the mnunds
or baskets which were used In distributing alms. ' Aside from the high
church ceremonials connected with the
blessing of the holy oils for the following year, this day Is marked at
Rome by the washing of the feet of
a number of poor old men by the
pope. This rite was onCe performed
by bishops, sovereigns and princes ns
well. James II was the last English
sovereign to perform It. An elaborate
account of the ceremony as carried out
by Queen Elizabeth tells how the feet
beggars, the queen
of the thirty-nine

years old,- were
then being thirty-ninfirst washed by the- yeoman of the
laundry, then by the
and
finally by the queen herself. After
this triple cleansing they were given
a store of provisions and money. The
custom of giving alms to the needy
on Holy Thursduy seems to have been
universal.
Significant Church Services.
On Thursday evening, as upon
Wednesdny and Friday of Holy Week,
the chanting of the Tenebrne takes
place in the Catholic churches. This
Is accompanied by the extinction, one
by one, as the psalms of the chant
are completed, of fourteen yellow candles on the
candlestick which Is burning by the altar.
The fifteenth ?andle, which Is white,
is concealed behind the altar for a
time and again brought out before the
congregation.
The whole ceremony
signifies the death of the prophets before Christ, his death and resurrec
e

fifteen-branche-

d

:
tion.
Good Friday Is a day of deepest
mourning in the Christian churches.
In earlier and more naive times it was
the occasion of a vivid and detailed
dramatic representation of the crucifixion and burial of Christ. The eat
ing f hot cross buns on Good Friday
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fair as the flowers of Ashtoreth,
The love ot life Is in your breath,
Iove of life more itrong than death,
Easter llllea bright and fair,
On thy incense waft my prayer;
Father, let me in Thy sight
Be In soul as pure and white
As these Illy petals bright;
Like them out of dross untold
Lift to Thee a heart of sold
When Thy light bids them unfold, .
Like them, too, when death's decay
Blights them, meekly pass away
To bloom again some fairer day.

Oh,

Brings Message of Hope.
Let us each catch a fresh vision of
thee, O Christ
We each need it.
Our upward way has been beset by
fears and many obstacles. Some of
us need to go with thee to the mount
called Calvary, and there have our
hearts made tender and soft again;
have the bitterness taken away. Some
of us need to walk out on the road
to Emmaus, till one shall come and
walk with us, and speak to us, till
our hearts shall burn within us, and
we be purged and heartened to do thy
will. Some need to stand with the
men of Israel of old on Mount Olivet,
and gaze after our ascending Lord,
till we hear the angelic voices say,
Tha
"Why stand ye thus gazing?
same Jesus shall return again, even
as ye see him go;" till the promise
of our coming Lord shall clear all
shadows from our lives, aud we live
In the glory that shall be, forgetful
of the present and its ills. .Whatsttj
ever pur need, may tt be supplied,
1
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MAN AUSTRIA

MIL.

PRESS DISPATCH)

REVOLUTION
TROOPS

"

on the package and on the tablets.

Get Bayer package I

"

m

The genuine American owned "Bayer. Tablets of
Aspirin" have Eeen proved safe by millions for Pain,
Headache, Neuralgia; Toothache, Earache, Rheumatism,
Lumbago, Colds, Grippe, Influenzal Colds, Joint Pains,
Neuritis. Proper dosage on every "Bayer" package.
Boxea of 12 tableta

Bottlea of 24 Bottlea of 100 Also Capsules.
Alarla li the trade mark of Bajrer Utauhcture f Vonoseetictddeiter of Stlicylieutt

JOKER "MADE GOOD" BRAVE

REDS, IS

Western Newspaper Union Newe Service.

package with the "Bayer Crow"

3

WITH

REPORT.

Insist you want only the Baver

1

FRATERNIZING

HUNGARIAN

uine 'gayer Tafaetsof Aspirin.'

Don't buy Aspirin in a pill box!

III SERBIA

The women of Great Britain who
responded so nobly to the anneal
for waste bones which were required
for munitions may still continue to do
service to their country by retaining
me liable they nave formed of conserv
ing tne waste bones and fats. The
waste bone vfovides, among other
things, glue which Is urgently needed
in every kind oí reconstruction work,
sucn as build! J?, cnblnetmnklng, house
furnishing sblotmllding, airplane con
struction, etr. They also obtain from
It fertilizers to enrich the Imid,
many
hieles of domestic util-

ity.

Hereafter say, "Give me gerfr

YANKEE

BRITISH

IN GER-

ITARY WILL ACT.

NEW YORK. December 31 Accused of having manufactured and
sold to influenza sufferer thousands
of boxes of aspirin tablets, princi
pally composed of talcum ppwdér,
Joseph M. Turkey, head of the
Verandah
Chemical company,
of
Brooklyn, was found guilty yetter-da- y
of violation of the sanitary code
and sentenced" to three years la prison with a fin of $500. The sentence1
was the most severe ever Imposed
la the country for such an offense,

t

jr.IPOilTS

IP DISORDERS CONTINUE

Imposed ca
uékvy
llannf actum of Ta&Iiia.

Js-- s

Waste Bones Still Required.

DAY STO 0

litó

(ASSOCIATED

SPANISH-AMERICA-

London Mull.

Cairo, Egypt. In two days of riot
ing here, thirty-eigh- t
persons were
killed and 100 wounded, it is announced In an offlciul communique.
Armenians were chiefly the objects of
the mob's attacks.
In rioting In Alexandria three per
sons were killed and six seriously in
jured, while a continuation of attacks
on the troops resfiltedin the killing
of seventeen other persons.
Constantinople.

Kemnl Bey, gover
nor of Dlarbekr, hns been publicly
hanged In Bayazld square In Stamboul
In the presence of the military gov

r

FOR
EFFECTS
OF
LA
GRIPPE

it

,

L

UNA

AToodirM

Head Ilia

Remedy
Letter

"I have auffered for the last
two winters with that terrible
disease, LaGrippe. Having often
heard of the great value of
I decided to try it. I have
only need four bottlea and I do
not now have any bad effect
from the Grippe aa it haa just
about entirely disappeared, and
my general health la good. I am
satisfied that I'eruna Is aremedy, and I do most
heartJy endorsa .and recommend
it for LaGrippe."
Pe-ru-

Mr. George E. Law, 13 North
Franklin St., Brazil, Indiana, haa
a word of cheer for auflerers
from LaGrippe and lta resulta.

-

woa-derf-
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Liquid or Tablet Farm
Hia Object.
Sold Everywhere
Van Jose What's this I hear about
you and 8uubbg becoming so friendly
No man with a knowledge of law
It never Improves musty opinions to
in working In your backyard gardens
air them.
that you decided to bury the hatchet? ever misfiikes the will for the deed.
DeS'nythe
Well, the truth Is I wish
Indifference sometimes wins- - where
ed to hiííe It handy when his chickens
The average fish story is a romance
manifest desire stands no show.
of real life.
coma over to visit and scratch.

Vienna, April 14. The British mili
tary representative here lias notified
Important to Mothers
Dr. Otto Bauer, foreign minister ot
Examine carefully every bottle of
German Austria, that the Urltlsh govCASTORIA, that famous old remedy
ernment had authorized him to declare for infants and children, and see that it
that if disorders occurred In Gormun . Bears the
Austria, imports, including food und
raw materials, would be Immediately
In Use for Over 30 Years.
and entirely stopped.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
London. A dispatch "to Budapest
says an unconfirmed report has been
received there that a revolution has
broken out In Serbia and that the
troops are fraternizing with the Hungarian Ited Gunrds.
British forces
have occupied Trebizond, Asiatic Tur
key, according to a Constantinople dis
patch under date of Thursday to the
Exchange Telegraph Company.
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Knew Where It Would Land.'
Lawyer "Yes, sir I We can settle
up this estnte for you in about eight
months."
The Principal Heir "But
can you wait thut long for the money?"
Judge.
Many a man lives a
life.
He purrs In the parlor and barks in
.
the kitchen.
.

r
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Kidney and hladtler troubles don't
disappear of themselves. Tbcy grow
upon you, slowly but steadily, undermining your health with deadly certainty, until yott fall a victim to incurable disease.
Stop your troubles while there ia
time. Don't wait until little pains become big aches. Don't trifle with disease. To avoid future suffering begin
treatment with GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules now. Take three or
four every day until you feel that you
are entirely free from pain.
This
preparation has been
one of the national remedies of Holland for centuries. In 1(100 the govern

ment of the Netherlands granted b ape-ticharter authorizing Its sale.
The good housewife of Holland would
almoBt as soon be without food aa without her "Heal Dutch Drops," as alia
quaintly calls GOLD MEDAL, Usarlera
Oil Capsules.
Their use restores
sUength and is responsible in a great
measure for the sturdy, robust health
of the Hollanders.
Do not .delay. Go to your druirist
and insiBt on his snpplving you with a
box of GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil
Capsules. Take them as directed, and
if you are not satisfied with results your
druggist will gladly refund your money.
Look for the name GOLD MEDAL on
the box and accept ao other. In sealed
boxes, three sizes.
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KIDNEYS WEAKENING?
BETTER LOOK OUT!

Worei

Are Here Told tha Best Remedy

'

for Their Troubles.

Freemont. O. "I was nasainir thrnncrfc
ArW!ml
period of life, feeing forty-si- x
yeara of age and had all
uie aympioms incident to mat change beat flashes,
nervousness, and was in a general run down condition,
so it was hard for me to do my work. Lydia E. Pink-bam- 'a
Vegetable Compound was recommended to me aa
the beat remedy for my troubles. which itsurelv Droved
to be. I feel better and stronger in everv wav sinoa
takln 9 It, and tha annoying1 symptoms have disap
peared." Mrs. M. Goddim, 925 Napoleon, St, Fremont,

ernor of Constantinople and other
nign outcinis. Kemal Bey was sen
But for Reasons of Hia Own He Didn't "Little Things" Couldn't Daunt Amer- - tenced to death as one of those re
sponsible for the Armenian deporta
Stop to See the Effect He
can Girls In Their Work of
tions and massacres In the Yozghad
Made on Poilus.
Mercy In France.
district. The former commander of
Ohio.
One of the "doublo-v- " units numbers
One of the girls began to laugh. the gendarmerie In Yozghad was sen
North Haven, Conn. "Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetafn its ranks a practical Joker who gen"Little things Is right I" shé exclaimed. tenced to fifteen years' imprisonment
ble Compound restored my health after everything else
In
the
erally scores a buire-ey- e
fortress. These sentences were
because he "Cooties, and rats and mice I Yon
had failed when passing through change of life. Thera
never "pulls" the same thing twice, know," she turned to me, "our billets confirmed by an imperial irade.
la nothing like it to overcome tha trying symptoms."
Despite his long sojourn In France he ore usually pretty old places, and thej
Mrs. Flobskcb IsLLA,Box 197, North Haven, Conn,
ijopennngen.
still succeeds In putting something were full of about everything. I reHerr A curing, war
over on the poilus at regular Intervals, member one night I was sleeping with minister In the government of Saxony,
For some months he had spread Uie one of the girls and-shsaid to me, was killed at Dresden by disgruntled
report that Inhabitants of certain por all of a sudden: 'Is that your foot soldiers, to whom the minister had retions of Anierlca's western plains had that I feeir I Jumped. 'I was Just fused a hearing. The war ministry
horns.
going to nsk you the same thing,' I an was stormed by demonstrators, who
"And the first unit of' horned speci- swered. 'We'd better get out the flash dragged out Herr Retiring and threw
mens that come over, I will show light' And when we did we found him into the Elbe, where he was shot
Va.. I
thera to you," he promised.
When that there was a big rat In bed with and killed as he tried to swim to the
weeks and months passed without
bank.
us under the covers"
redemption of the promise, the French
"Shells, and wounded men, and
bégan to doubt the Yankee's word.
Japa Refused Citizenship.
doughnuts, nnd rats under the cov
Alien one any ne announced to a ers!" I exclaimed.
Seattle, Wash. Two Japanese sail
A i f.l.
Sjr
group of French friends that a detach
"And mud up to theft knees, and gns ors In the American navy, one of
nient of Americans had arrived, most attacks," finished another voice, the whom has seen thirteen years' service
of whom had horns. lie led thera to a voice of a man who had been rending and the other fifteen years, were re
Off
spot where a concert was being given silently hi one corner of the room. fused citizenship today by Federal
ev
by one of the regimental brass bands. "And rheumatism and grip and oth District Judge Charles E. Wolverton of
lYPIA E.PWKHAM MEDICINE CO. LYNN. MASS. J
"Most of "emjiave horns," he said as er little things like that. They're the Portland, Ore. Judge Wolverton's deWiiinlm
iTn,ilnWMWw..
he broke away to a flying start
little things that girls don't tell about." cision was based upon hia construction
Tired and Broke.
The Way of the World.
A man is seldom as black as he is
From the Splker, France.
Margaret E. Sangster In the Chris of the federal statutes, which he said
"Have you finished your spring shop"This Is her fourth husband."
painted or a woman as white ns she
did not permit Japanese to become cit ping yet?"
tian Herald.
"Yes; she's been widowed once and Is powdered.
izens of this country.
Handicap Worth While.
"No! It has finished me."
nlimonled twice."
a handicap becomes the ful. When
A Surprise.
The lost thing1 we can Imagine about
Berlin Police ineffective.
crum over which we pry out success
"The lawyers are lying low In that
Bod resolutions are good ones that
The tailor's goose has a larger bill some people Is thnt they may becom
Berlin. The Berlin police force hns have been
with the long iron bar of determina- case."
broken.
than any other bird.
angels.
tion It ought to make us shake hands
"You surprise me. I thought there become so Ineffective and so powerless
to
cheek
street gambling, plundering
with the hindrance and say, "Thank would be tall lying on both sides."
you) You have helped me out fine I"
and daylight robberies aggregating
millions of marks that the municipal
Getting It Straight..
Of course, we all believe it Is better
The heiress has given me herhnnd assembly has unanimously adopted a
resolution to turn over the police de
to give than to receive until some for life."
partment to Prussia, provided the
one passes around the hat.
"Say, rather, for a living." state Is willing to assume charge.
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Stop and Think!
Why are Americans- using such
-
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great quantities of

FOSTUM CEREAL
.
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Health value, wonderful flavor and
practical economy make Postum
the ideal American table drink.
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Boil Just lihe coffee
M
M
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(15 mbutcs after boiling bf gins)
m

but remember that, unlike coffee,
this beverage contains no drugs to
upset stomach, heart or nerves.
It is absolutely pure and without
harm, made from the best of
roasted wheat and . wholesome
molasses.,

You can get tne' original rcstum
at grocers. Two sizes

w

I

Usually sold at 5c and 25c
-
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Red Attack Smashed.
London. War office reports from
Murmansk say thnt with a view to
forestalling a Bolshevist attack, Gen
eral Maynurd, commanding the allied
troops, successfully uttacked with
small forces I'rosozero, twenty miles
south of Segoja. The allies took pris
oners and captured three guns and
other inuterial, Including 7,000 shells.
Fifty of the enemy were killed and the
allied loss totaled one killed and two
wounded.
Ship Building Reduced.
Washington.
An offer to build 150
steel cargo steamers of J2.0OQ tons
each at only $14!) per deadweight ton
has been made by the Submarine Bout
Corporation of Port Newark, N. J., It
was announced by the United Slates
Shipping Bon nl here.
3.00J Secret Police.
New York. To conduit radicalism in
this city, Police Commissioner Enrlght
four months ago created a volunteer
body of secret police, 3,000 strong, recruited among Influential citizens, according to an announcement today al
police headquarters.

How M

Suppose that for one cent you could insure the quality of your cake, biscuits,
etc., wouldn't that be real economy?

Well, one cent is about the difference in
the cost of a whole cake or a pan of biscuits made with Dri Price's Cream Baking Powder as compared with cheaper
baking powders made from alum or
phosphate
a trifle, indeed, to insure
the quality and wholesomeness of your
baking.

'

E.

Terme ef Victory Loan.
Washington.
Terms of the Victory
loan have been announced by Secre
tary Glass. They are : Amount, f 4,50o,- 000,000, oversubscriptions to be re
jected. Interest, 4 per cent for par
tially tax exempt notes, convertible
into S per cent notes wholly tax ex
empt. Maturity, four years, with th
treasury reserving the privilege of redeeming the notes in three years. The
8
per cent notes to be Issued later,
also may be converted subsequently
back Into 4 per cent notes.

is

P.
CREAM

... v.

BAKING-POWDE-

Made from Cream of Tartar derived from Grapes

Contains No Alum Loaves No Bitter Tasto

THE

The

n

Spanish-America-

KftUlCTKIlKll A UUUHT 27, 1912.

1RVIN OGDEN, SR.
EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

$1.50 Fr Yui
matter at the
Entered as second-clapostoil ice in Roy, New Mexico.
Sukicriptioa

sa

MONEY TO LOAN ON
Congressman Longworih ano
FARMS AND RANCHES
Congressman Mann may contin
I
am still in the buisness bigue to call each other "reactionary" with every assurance that ger than ever, and am in a posithe people will believe them tion to pny you on your loan as
quick as any other Co. that is doboth.
ing buisness in Mora County.
SEED CORN FOR SALE-Wh- ite Our terms are made to please
Dent, large ears, hand se- you not ourselves.
lected, grown here for six years J. E. Wild MAN, Loan Agency
in succession.
Democratic State Headquarters
See E. A. Reed,
N-is
advised that Senator Jones is
M.
N.
miles
Solano
5
of
now in Washington, and will not
Asst. Stata Sup't, John Con be able to leave for New Mexico
wáy is reported to have said- - before the last of the month
when a teacher was found who on account of the meetings' of
could not teach above the 6th the Reclassification Commission,
grade and spoke english very of which Senator Jones is Chairbadly
"Its the directors fault man.
when they hire incompetent

Senator Lodge, Republican
Floor Leader in a speech recent
ly
the League,.. oí
"
Nations Hefthe President) did
riot lay before the constitutional
body which is entitled .to advise
him, and he does not call the
Senate together now to consider
it. If they want to know in Paris
what amendments were required
call together the constitutional
advisers of the President and the teachers.'.'
Put is it? We spend a lot of
amendments will be drafted and
in State Normals and adimney
sent."
to secure only comministration
When Roosevelt was President
petent
teachers.
Why is a perHe said in a speech that is still
son
certfiied
as
a teacher if they
' on record.
qualified.
If we get what
"When the President shall havt are not
out
pay
for
we
of
the State Ad
proposed
sent
a
and
negotiated
ministration
wou'd be no
there
juris"the
treaty to the Senate,
incompetentteachers
getting jobs
diction of this body attaches and
on
certificates
and
recommendaits power begins"
"We the Senate have no poss tions from Normal Schools.
The
state Superinteudents
ible right to break suddenly into
office
and
the State Normals
the middle of a negotiation and
be
should
held
responsible for
demand from thé President what
who
hold
a Certificate
instructions he has given his Rep teachers
from
them.
resentative3."
said-regardi-

They are going to send a real
War Tank for us to see during
the V Loan Drive. You can only
look at it. you cant get tanked.

EPANISH-AKERICA-

i

H

Church Directory

Plumlee Hospital

O.,

Physician in Charge.

lull

II

E. Las Vegas, N.M.
Free Baths,
Steam Heated,
in Rooms
Water
Cold
Hot and
Hotel
homelike
A quiet,
the
one block from
Depot, in the

Mrs. J. P. Reynolds Music
Class. $5.00 per month, two
lessons per week. At presen
at Mrs. Crowe's. SEE HER.

Amer-- i

n'sm.

soner. at Solano is still

Farm Loans.

rs

the
joh and ready to do all the work
from Mosquero, Solano and sur-

11.00

a."

m. 8PM.

0. W. II earn, Pastor.

.0

BAPTIST

First Sunday in each month.
Services 11, A. M.,
A.

Rev.-W- .

Attention
Business Entrusted

7.30, P. M.

Dawn, Pastor.

Prompt and Careful
Given all

to me

rounding territory. Soldier and

NEW MEXICO

ROY

go

at

SUNDAY SCHOOL
t
10 A.M. each Sunday,

P. L. Gunn, Superintedent.

to your nearest Commissoner.
Office at my home 4 mi!e3 S. W.
residence,
FOR RENT-- My
cf Soano. partly furnished or unfurnished.
Solano N.M. I will rent the house and farm
J.P.Mills,
land. 30 acres in pasture and 53
cut, in acres in culivation, together or
Header For Sale,
good shape. Reason for selling is seperately.
that I need a bigger machine.
Roy.
C. Plumlea.
See
(2-Roy
M. N. Baker,
12-f-

at

3rd Sunday

Attorney at Law

on

Sailors work free. Always

Opponents of the. constitution
of the leagne ef nations adopted
b the peace conference fall into
who say the
two classes-tho- se
plan is too weak and should be
TO
WANTED,
TRADE 1917 stronger and those who say it is
Model Ford Touring Car for too strong and should be weaker
good brood mares or work stock.
ARTHUR SHRUM,
Mosquero, New Mex.

MILLS

Land-Seeke-

J. B. LUSK

Jack P. Mills, U.S. Commis

3,

p.m;

Will find this the right place.

NOTICE

VIEW

PLEASANT

Main Business District

Tourists and

Sunday of each
Services
month at 11a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month at
11.00 a. m. and 8.0u p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.
2d

First Sunday each Month at

.

'

publican; Wilson is a Democrat

butthey are alike in their

ROY

Charles Chapman, Proprietor.

W..A. Chambers, Roy N.M.

"Let there ba pea:e," said Grant
after the civil war. "Let there
be no more war" says President
Wilson, after the b'oadiest conflict of the ages. Grant was a Re

CHRISTIAN

Under new Management

woatiier
You

SupU.

j? v.4bebnath

El Dorado Hotel
v

,

presence is necessary.

WANTED To buy a gocd
team of mules or horses. See

.4J liLOAN
Ll
iJ
il.JlLIBERTY
VICTORY

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
Your
at Christian Uhurcn.

rmvnsr

New Mexico.
Eyes Tested and Glasses
Correctly Fitted,
CAKUS PLUMLEE,

ROY,

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
1th Sundays
at the Catholic
Church. Roy, N. M.
Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.

t.

Fr. Felix Vaciion,
Priest in charge,

Rev.

I

It was ónly those who believe "Today is the best day the world
in Santa Claus who re illy expect ever knew. Tomorrow will be a
ed New Mexico would get a 3 still better day."
cent Railway fare when other
states id.
By the time the treaty of peace
including the constitution of the
It is njw reported that New league of nation, is put before
Mexico and Arizona will not gat them for approval, certain Senthe reduced postage rate either ators will have learned that their
when it is put back to 2cts in "Round-robin- "
isa dean bird.
July same as they did on railroad
If refusal to vindicate Ameritickets. Its our luck being a step
can
rights and lienor qualifies" a
child.
Republican to head a standing
committee in the House of RepMISS McNAMA
resentatives, what test of
ericanism can be applied to a
'i
I PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER
can presidntial candidate?
un-A-

m
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Don't have to wait for the
money. It is waiting for you.
You

Methodist Episcopal Church

Southwestern Farm Mtg. Co.
P.

J.

Ecfy N.

ConkUn. Mgr.

'.'

"

fAílT

It

t
t

with

il

It Beautifies

2nd

a m and 7:30 p m
Pastor
J. M. WILSON,

Zee ho-.- tnizlh'.y C.úü v;oriJcrÍLil varn'sh works. Note llie ehort time ia drying
?p!y it t Jay dry tomorrov and the Lcsuiiful lustre will never scratch white hot cr
cold viatcr cannot harm it. Try it, that's the best way to find out.

Lumber
Roy

LODE DIRECTORY

& OLVER
Hardware Coal

TS

New Mexico

A. F. &A, M.
ACACIA

l,

William Noffke Roy N.' M.

J

F. S. Brown, W. M.

My farm of 320 acres, one
mile east of Roy, N. M. One of
the best improved farm's found
anywhere, alUfenced and .cross
fenced. 130 acre.', under culivation, 30 acres in whert. Good
barn for lots of stock and feed.

cistern,

S3

IRVIN O.IDKN, SSCY.

welcome.

Ma-on-

FARM FOR SALE

Good

no.

LODGE

Meets 2d und 4th Saturdays of mrntl

Ail

NOTICE
Sudan Grass seed for sale 15 cts.
per pound. .1 Jest hay crop on the
mosa guarnteed to'grow, free of
Johnson Grass, i'lant three lbs-t- r
the aero in rows, o:y ; ht
pounds to the acre with a wheat-drilGet your order in early if
you need any seed. For sale by

11

11

Try it oayoiaafurniturc your
floors or any woodwork

ROBE

at Roy Christian
am and 7:30pm
and 4th Sunday at Mills .

Sunday
Church
3rd

.

r

ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT?
Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11 a m and 7:30 p m,

Economizo

M.

first
FORD EOR SALE-- In
class shape, just overhauled lots
of extras, very cheap.
Roy N. M.
J. J. Taylor

t

E.

ing at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

ji

. iJVé

;

Bar R -

A

Y. P. S. C.

Mr. F. A. SARGENT,, President
Mus. Myra O. DeFrkes," Sec'y
Meets at the Christian Church,
Roy, N. M every Sunday even-

room house, Cellar and
fine well, "wind mill, two

1.

O. O. F.

HOMESTEAD L'ODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every WeiJr.Ciday

Evening

G

Visiting Brothers always

wel-

miles northeast Roy.' large stock tanks, granary for come.
M E LVI LI. E Flo E R Í E I M, N. G.
1500 bu. My health is not good
An average of $118 each was enough to carry on the work.
Wm, G. Johnson, Sec'y-- .
the price recived by the Govern- C. E.
Anderson, Roy, N.M.
ment for ."3,313 horses and 43,406
Rehekah Degree
mules ?old at public auction in
R'jniívj-.P:.l-- t
From Gkíi'.r
thirty-sicamps and cantonments
HARMONY LODGE No. 21
OnKiuvy coimiiri ciiil ji ;.í.;iít n
between November 11, 3918 and p. (iiíit!' 'üdr.'it rwut.wr nf iaiit. r
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
pwlully !'!'!) ;;i;u,:s. Apply with !i
March 1, 1919.
Evening each.month
(!o:l, swnli. Yv'i'tlihi 15 or 0 lalmi'es
(lie print will lie so MificnH that It
; I. O. O. F. Hall
iiüiy easily Ik ViiIiIum.I oil' with a putly. Misa Etta ÍIornbaksr. N. G.
Miss McNama
l;uil'uVu' n euai'se fabric.
rVuk'c Stenogi'phcr '
Mrs. Grace V. Ogdon, SeC.y.
Route

A M

J

fif

$j Wit

lAssy

j

x

--

"

The Lujan

year mkrnmms

mBwmB

of this kind is only partially achieved outside the
talking
and
leciuiin;; won't sway a man as quickly as will one
of
hour
home, for an
,
minute of his wife's persuasion.
necessity for.insuriná peace the value of
You realize the importance of the honJs-t- h;
the investment. . Make him see it, too.

The success of a campaign

.

.

Victory Liberty Loan Committee

.tvfct

'

IMs space

,

-

&jf:? ZZX11tZ

ROY TR ADiN.G COMPANY

FOR SALE
Dandy small mule tea n, 0&7
.years old. Gentle for woman or
boy to work, cheap and on any
terms to mlt buyer, See Louiy
DeWee.se. 8 miles N-of Mosquero.

Son Store

"Visiting Siiters welcome

has installed a telephone and ro
licits 3 0 ir Orders for Groceries
They will deliver all telephone
Orders within a few minute
after receiving them.

Farm Lo ans

and

A NICE, CLEAN,

FRESH

STOCK, PROMPT SERVICE
FOR SALE:-Che- ap,
Staude and
COURTESY are the inTractor Attachment for Ford
ducements
WE offer along
Car. Se- ewith Low Prices for YOUR
G. Kitchell
Roy N. M.

p

'J

u
c
in

OF

f

To LOAN

ij

i3

Patronage.

You

Lujan and Son
Foster Clock,

Ry

don't have to wait for the

money.

It is Waiting for

.you.

n
Farm Mtg. Co.
N. P. J. Cor.lilin, Mgr. Roy N. M.
South-Wester-

THS
NOTICE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Claimant names 'as witnesses:

FOR PUBLICATION

ISOLATED TRACT
PUDLIC LAND SALE
Department of the Interior, U. S. L&:id
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
.'C"of2-27:J9,,., .' Mar. 8, 1919
loticéis hereby given that, as directed
by the Commissioner of the General
Land oliice, under provisions of Sec.
2455, R. S. pursuant to the application
if Albert K. Mitchell, of Albert, New
Mexico, Serial No.0257.'18, wo will offer
it public sale, to the highest bidder,
but at not less than. $1,25 per acre, at
10 o'clock A. M.,
on, the 9th day of
May 1919 next, atthis oliice, the follow-nSec. ,18
tract of land; SEJ-Nr 18 N, IU0E. N. M. F. M.
The sale will not le kept open, but
will be declared closed when those present at the hour named have ceased
bidding. The person making tkehigh-s- t
hid will be required to immediately
ay to the Receiver the ammount
.

A- -

M-

A

vvA
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William C. Wiekhnm, Jama? F. Smith
Edward L. Fuller, Lowell N. DeWeese
All of Mosquero; N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE, Reglsier.
NOTICE
'

fe AJ

FOU PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior,

U. S. Land Office at Clayton, New
March 18, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Julian
A. Garcia, of Mosquero, N.M. who. on
Feb. 21,1910, and add'l Sept. 14, 1018,
made H E. Nos. 021095 and 024413, for
SE1-S- E
Sec, 22: SJ SwJ See. 23,

Sec

Ni-N-

27,

NWJ-NW-

i:

...

t

!As

i;

J;

and
WJ NEp, NEJ-NE- J
26, Twp., 18N, Kng. 29E.
N. M. P. M., has filed notice of intention to make Final Three Year Proof
to establish claim to the land above
described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office in Roy,
N.M.
cn May 8th, 1919.
NWi-SE,Se-

7

Claimant names as witnesses:
thereof.
Garcia y Chavei Francisco Cruz
Jose
Any persons claiming adversely the
Gregorio Garcia
ibove- - pescribed land are advised to Mois'S Vialpando
Al!
New Mexico.
Mosquero,
of
lie their claims, or objections, on or
Register.
PAZ
VALVERDE,
for
sale.
designated
the
time
?efore
-

.

Vj.it

NOTICE

-

a

LIBERTY
LOAN

(bOviltec7A

(DtLB

NPTICE FOit PUBLICATION

FOR PUBLICATION
o

i

7

'

Register.

PAZ VALVERDE,

f

V

c,

Icpartment of the Interior, U. S. Land
Oifice at Santa Fe, New Mexico

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Mar. 10, 1919
Notice is hereby given that William W, Cnrvet, of Roy, N. M. who on
Nov. 4th 1915, made II. F,. .No. 021128
Sac, 11
for
Township 19 North, Range 26 East,
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to makeFinal Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land

Worth aiij price we have to

March 20 1919
Notice is hereby given that )
5tevart 15. Tipton, of S ibiniso N. M.
vho on, October 1G 1913, & Feb, 4, 1915
mde II. E.
io. 019712 an 4 022717, for NWi-SE- ,
,
S'C. 11,
1J SW1, Sec. 12,
Se6. 12
Sec 1, NWi-NWabove c'eEciiled
CI NK, Sec. 11, fwp. ION, R. 23E. N
before F. II. Foster U. S. Commissionrl. P. M., has filed notice of intention
er at Roy N. M. on May 5th, 1919,
3 make Final Three Year Proof to
Claimant names as witnesses:
stablish claim to the land above
'"
E. S. Judy
i
before ' v
John Weisdorfer
at Trmeneüna,
J. S. Commissioner,
William Weisdorfer Vidal Martinez
cn May 1, 1919.
Inn Miguel Co. N.
All of Roy, New Mexico.
Claimant names as witnesses:
PAZ VALVERDE,
'
Register.
T F. Tipton, of Sabinos", N. M.
N.M
of
Trmentma
Ventura Quintín,

pay for it!

Ni-N.-

Tl

Otf

kV

f

N'1

1

NEJ-SEJ-

i,

iWl-SW'- l.

Petrolin i Quintana,
Rhardo B. Gomez,

LIBERTY GARAGE

Some of this price we have
paid. Many of our boys have
paid their all. The rest is up

"

"
"

'

"4-2-

usto

us who have benefited
to
by their sacrificesto us whose
peace has been secured.
'

Hi-

Back the Victory Liberty Loan
to your limit!

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
6

Register Department of the' Interior U. S. Land
Oflice, Clayton, N. M., Mar.
''A.--!
Notice is hereby given that John
PUBLICATION
FOR
NOTICE
Mexico,
New
David,
of
Bell,
o
Arden
Department of the Interior,
who, on March 10th 1916, made H. E.
J. S. Land Office at Clayton, New No. 021F43 for EJ Sec. 9,
dexien, March, 18, 1!9.
Twp. IT N, Kan'e 31 E; N.M.P.M. has
Notife is hereby given that
filed notice of intention to maka final
to establish claim to
nomas S. Holland, of Mosquero N.M, three
This space contribuís d by
vho in Dec 2t!, 9.5, mace H. E.. Ko. the land abovi described, before VV.H
EJ-Ssee. Willaox, U.S. Commissioner, at his of21235, for the
Lots 7, 8, Sec 2), Town-- , fice in Roy, N. M., on May, 5th, 1919.
!?,
E , N. M. P. M ,
18
hip
N.. Range
Claimant names as witnesses:
as filed notice of intention to make
Chmles II. I'ryor Mc Kce
Je.7
yinal Three Year Proof, to establish .
Malone Jfse B. Malone
Jaines-l- .
;laim to the land above described,
All of David N. M.
VICTORY LIBERTY LOAN PAYMENTS
v.'.H. willcox, U.S. Commiisioner
RegLUr
PAZ VALVERDE,
Upon the authority of the United States Treasusy Depat
.t his office at Roy, N, M., on
4 25
' ' May 9, 1919
ment, if is announced.that the Victory Liberty Notes will be dated
May 20th, and payments required will be as follows:
10 per cenf with application on or before May 10th
FRANCISCO

R. A. PENDLETON & SON.

DELGADO,

.

Full Explanatiin.
g
Arnold could not bear to have
tluit wnacked of femininity np-plied to himself or his tiny baby broth-- ;
er. One day Arnold was keeping his
eye on the baby enrringo while the
mother stepped into Ihe apartment. A
woman passing looked hito the' carriage iind seeing the infant said : "Isn't
she a 8vcet,child?" Arnold, Indignant,
"lió nln't rvA e)a It'u Mill "
ni.linl

Victory Liberty Loan Committee

any-thin-

1

I)
j

V. S. Land
Clayton, Now' Mexico.
March 21, i:10.
Notice !s hereby- given that Oliver
P.. Oiettcrich, of Hoy, N. M., who on
,
August 17, litl.'i, made ilonicstf ad
serial No. 20701, for Se'iNwVi,
W'.Se'i. E'.iSwU. Section 215:
and Nc'iN'w'i'. Sectinn :!", Town-Kld-

Department of the Interior,

X,

at

Farm Loans

10

"

Clali'.iant na' tos ns witnesses:
Gilbert. I.eadi, Irvln Ogden, Sr..
C(s,i:;e II. Lay, Frank Aldeis, all of

'l

í oiíí i;
--

at

(

You

I". S. Land
Mexh-o-

n

NOTICE FOH PUBLICATION
Department of ihe Interior, U. S. Land
Oliice at Santa Fe, New Mexico

--

Vot'ee

Nv'.

:

I

j

)

,

H--

.

2--

-

-

' A-f- "
;

"

'

)'

'

It I

y

hi

frr

(if Iiitevoro-- ,

PAS VALVERD",

New Mexico.
V.VA

VALVKUOH.

.

Kegiter.

KOTicw

'i

May W. 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
J. I. Malone,
W, A. Rockwell.
'J. G. Green,
J. IS. Anderson,
All of Galleaos, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,

Nv.-i'i-

...
It

ro:z ri'Pi.irATFON

Oioso who

Jk-)em0-

',

i

'

tAf

Smith, all of 'Roy, New

pax VAi.vr.p.nn,
Ic'g'-t'T- .

pa;í

valvtcrdf,
"

Hegiitcr.

n.R

Dopartascnl of
Oitice

J

all of Mills, N. M.

4 26
"

PAZ

at

1'ie

Interior, U.

Clayton,

Aril3,

S. Land

,

Í.I., has filed notice of intentioi
make Final Three Yeai Proof to
tablish claim to the lar i above

Thiá Adverticement Paid for By

&

SON

GROCERIES
ROY, NEW MEXICO

Register.

Department nf the Interior, U. S. Land
Cilice at Santa Fe New Mexico,
Mar. 25, 19:6
Notice is hereby given that Saloni

New Mexico,
1919

C. Kincsbnry, of Mosquero
N. M , vviio en, March 2:.', 191, madi
H E. ser. no. 021314, for SU'i Sec. 15,
NWi Sec.22, Tu p 18N, H 29E

LUJAN

VALVERDE,

PUDLICATION

Notice is hereby given that

--

E. C Cheney
Charles Cheney

R. E. Anderson
Edd Uurriss

.1.

af.-u..-

Lawrence

-

.L O.

Claimant names as witnesses:
I

NOTR E FOU PUBLICATION

ioie

Salisbury,
Mexico,

lj

Lo

NOTICE

,

Meieo.

to

desuve lo

Roy, New Mexico,

takes it.
A. 0. Johnson, Dawson N. M.

(";--- vl

.:

,

Vow

-

Thought

Optimittio
Is l)iirn)n;i.lo

at

FARM FOR SALE:Fine 1G0
of
acres, 1 mile west and
Solano, First reasonable offer

Miss McNama

Pal.lic Stenographer

-

c v Wrh'ht.

-

Register.

'

-

lfor

Commissioner,May 5, 1919.

0

1".

1

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Oflice at Clayton, New Mexico,
March 10, 1919
Notice is hereby (ven tlint "'I'"
Thomas E. Siler, of Mills, N. M ,who,
no.019!S9,
on Jan. l:Jth,l.)I-"- , made II-for EJ Sec. 30, Twp. 22N. liiifr, 23E.
N. M. P. M., has filed notice of
intention to make Three Year Proof
to establish claim to the land above
described before F. II. Foster, U. S.

S. .Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
April 3d 1919
Notice iá hereby given that
Silas H AnJois(,n, of Gallegos, N M.
on. March Sid 1916. made II E.
No. 021775, foi; W Section 2;i, Township 17 N, Raimo 31 E, N M.P.M. has
filed notice of intention to make Final
Three Year Proof to establish claim
to the land above described, before
F. II. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at
office at Roy, N. M., on

t.

L

NOTICE

PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U.

Rag-ister-

S. Lam!
Department of the Iifcii r,
VOTH'K FO'.i Pi'ULK'.VnON
Oflice at. Clayton, New Mexico.
He .ailment of the Interior, V. S. Land
March 21, 1010.
Oliice at Clayton, New Mexico.
T; hereby given thr.t James P..
Notice
March 21, P.HD.
Lnk, heir for tlie heirs of Jui.k's V.
No! toe i hereby given that Jesse II
,,.,(:: d. of Mills. Mom 'Tí.. Xew
Mexico,
.Toiin'son, of Roy, Mora Co., New
Feb- s.!: :e,..vlio m Mar 11. ami additional
on
8,
additional
March
m
who.
1!1H. mad.! Homestead Pntrlci
ruary 2, P.) 17, made Home:;! cud Fairies May
"o."
017S7.'!. and Nil. OlSir,, for Sir1',
NeVi
No. 021N2.", and No. 0
'Section 20, Township 22N
w'iiSt.i',. SViXcVi- N'eV,Nei, Hii.l
N. M. P. Meridian, has tiled
Range
2F,
'section 2.1 and NwV,Swii,
of i:iten!ion to make final three
Seclion 22, Township 1!)X, Range 25H,
to establish claim to the
year
proof;
of
notice
X. M. P. Meridian, has fih'd
'and above deserPed. .before F. If.
prnof.
year
tiiree
liniil
nnikf
to
intenlion
.''itcr, V., S. Commissioner, at his
U cstalilish claim to the land above oflice at lioy. New Mexico, in (lie
S.
describi d, before 1'.- H. Foster, V.
d ly of Mav, !!)!!.
Cnimni.:. loner, at his otüce at. Hoy. New
:
Claimant names as wi!!ies--eMexieo, on tlie Mth day of May, It
.7. 1). .Medina. Charles Cheney, Chus.
witnesses:
as
names
Claimant
Wcatlierilll, Aiven F. Lt'sk, all of Mills,
.7.
L. f'milí). T.

I OU

NOTICE

,

retiro

on

LOt'.a.

.

.

1, 1ÜP.
given Unit lemente
'April 12, 1919.
of I'.ueyeros, New
';
i
i
t
iiuieoy Riven mat.
is
Sept. 1, ltH", unide
Milla. N. M., v)io,
A
Mary
of
Clark,
No. 02071U, for'N!Oil). 1910 made
no
Feb.
on
Sc'.tN'-.vtASwVtNe'i Nw',Se. fortA-NWi- .
Sec. 27, Tvp.22N Rug
It.
Section
Nei.iNeVi,
12.
fcr
MjSw1,,
K,' N. M. P. M., has filed notice of
lMIN,' Uaiifte
Township
Final Three Year
Meridian, has tiled notice' of intention intention to make
to establish claim io the land
Proof,
estabto
proof,
ÍTiial
year
bree
U) make
above described, before F. II. Foster
lish claim to the hind above described, IT. S. Commissioner, at h3 office at
IT.
S.
Receiver
r
before Iícglb and
N. M, on May 7, lülí).
Land OÜice, al Clayton, New Mexieoon
names as witnesses:
Claimant
the 22nd day of May, l!)t!.
).A.
C D. Horn,
Baker,
Claimant uitnKM as AvítüCs:
T.K.Sikr,
P.
it.
Waits'
Federico 1!. Tixier, Pijdro L. Vigil,
fTill-- , N.M
5 17
of
all
Homero,
Ti.xier, Joso Matías

March
heieiiy
Padilla de Kios,
Mexico, who, oil
Home lead en,ry,

ffI

U waiting: for von.

Farm Mt L ..
Eoy'N. M.
J. Conklin Mgr.

South-Wt'sfer-

or pCp.licatkJn
Interior,
'ayton. New

It

i interest

required with application having been duly paid on or before May
1

don't have to wait for'the

money.

Register.

of the

parinienl
Oíiic:

i

OF

TO LOAN

'

v7, valverde,
s

"
"

deferred installments.
Payments in fullean be mad 3 on JMayth, the 10 p2r cent

MONEV

a

'

"

'

20

with acure

a)

1019.

?'ey

20

'::':..'.::

I

Fo-:!e-

i!oV,

jecf.v.'.v:.::".::.;:

S3

claim to tlie laud above described, beII. H. Commissioner,
fore V. II.
at Iíoy, X.M., ' ii the 15th day of May,

eo.

"

20

ian, has filed notice of intention' to
nm!n three year proof, to es!ab!i.-- h

July 15th.
August 12th,
September 9th.
October 7th.
November 11.

1Q

20
:

N. M. P. Merid-

liange

Roy Trust and Savings Bank,
New Mexj
ROY,

be-or- e

o
OHice- -

f

i,

PUBLICATION

FOR

NOTICE

year-proo-

11

lo Herrera, of Sabiuoso, N. M. Who
on Apr. 8,1915 made II. E. No 022754 fo
NEi-NWN Wl-NE- J,
&
J

ltsU2;

sec. 18, Twp. 17N, Fnjr.24E,
V. M. P. Meridian has filed notice of

to intention to make Final three-yea- r
Proof, to establish claim to the land
nbove described
before F.H.Foster, U.S.
before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office at Roy, N.
Commissioner at Rov, N. M., gn the
M., on May 20, 1919.
,th day of May. 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
L.
Fuller
Edward
John V, Tobler,
Marcelino
Fred P. Tinker, Charles S. Waldron Ftiymundo Martinez,
Dacilio Martinez,
Leandro
A
of Mosquero, New Mexico.
Jartinez. All of Sabinoso, New Mex.
PAZ VALVERDE,
,
es-

'

i

I

l,

1

Ppg-'ftp-

A

'

A

'

lA

;

tcr.

THE

fl

'

;
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

la1

I

All. EPITOME

FOREIGN

OF

LATE LIVE NEWS

The allied forces, principally British
and Russian, operating in the Sredn
Mekhrenga sector, delivered a crushing defeat to a large Bolshevik attacking party.
The Polish paper Louch of Thorn announces that according to the Franco-Polismilitary convention, France is
required to train the Polish army after the French system. Twelve hundred-French
officers will begin this
training soon.
A wealthy American is expected to
be the biggest bidder for the historic
Queen Elizabeth castle at Richmond,
which has been offered for n!o by It"
lessee, John Mlddloton. The castle
was built in 1223 and bus housed practically' every sovereign since.
Replying to a question in the House
Stanley
of Commons of England,
Baldwin, parliamentary secretary to
the treasury, said allied obligations to
the United Kingdom March Hist last
were 1,5(5.8,447,000 pounds sterling and
obligations of the dominions 170,80(5,-00- 0
pounds sterling.
General Emiliano Zapata, the rebel
leader in southern. Mexico, has been
killed by government troops, according to an announcement by the Mexican War Department. The announcement confirmed an earlier newspaper
report of Zapata's death from Cuaut--la- ,
"
In tho state of Morelos.
h

CONDENSED RECORD Of THE
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
DOINGS, ACHIEVE.
MENT3, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

SAYINGS,

WteriNewpaper

WESTERN

I"

a '

j

j,

i

-

M

a,!
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:

.

Olass, secretary of the treasury (left), and Frank U. Wilson, publicity man for - loan
1ng for the Victory loan- - campaign the historic flag which flew over the dome of
tilo capítol when President
Wilson was Inaugurated, when war was declared and when the armistice was signed. 2 The
advance guard of
the American troops arriving at Molsberg, the farthest point Into Germany reached by the Americans 3 Gen
Joseph Haller, commander of the Polish divisions in France, which are being sent to Poland, standlnir
with his
staff in front of the Cathedral of Louvaln.
1-- Outer

CÜRREIJTJVEÍITS
Four in Paris Has
Agreed on Most of the
Peace Problems.

Council

of

.

TREATY I.IAY BE READY SOON
Hint That President Wllaon Would
Withdraw Hat Effect Soviet Government Set Up In Bavaria Opposed by Peasants Allies
Forced to Evacuate
Odessa.
EDWARD W. PICKARD.
Most of the great problems confronting the peace conference were settled
last week by the "Big Four" perhaps.
That Is to say, at the close of the week
they were settled, but- - before this
reaches the reader they may be all unsettled again. Such has been the way
of the peacemakers In the past. How
ever, If there is not agreement on the
'vital Questions mighty soon, there Is
gome reason to believe President Wilson will withdraw from the deliberations and come home. lie startled the
conference and the world by ordering
bis transport, the George Washington,
made rendy for another trip to Europe,
and asking when It might be expected
there. Some of the Paris papers declared Mr. Wilson was thus trying to
force the French delegntes to mitigate
their demands; pessimists saw In the
action the probability of hopeless disagreement; optimists said It meant the
treaty was nearly ready for submission
to the Germans.
The theory of the optimists was
borne out by dispatches late In the
week stating that the Big Four had
igreed: That William Ilohenzollern
and others responsible for breach of
treaty and of rules of war must stand
trial, probably before a Belgian court,
but that the death penalty should not
be Imposed on the former kaiser ; that
France shall be given control of the
mines of the'Saar valley, but shall not
be permitted to annex any of that territory and that a commission shall regulate strikes by miners there; that
Germany must make an Initial payment of $3,000,000,000 reparation in
1921, after which a commission shall
tssess a yearly Indemnity.
By

.

'

during
years

the period

probably thirty
are to be collected.
The Americans would have
preferred that the treaty should name
the fixed amount of Indemnity to be
collected, but did not Insist on this, In
order to hasten agreement. The five
billion first payment Is to be made by
Germany, In cash or securities, before
May 1, 1921. It is supposed the total
td be demanded will be about $43,000,- In which damages

"

000,000.

Owing to the Illness of President
Wilson during the early part of the
week, the commission on the leaeue of
nations did not meet until Thursday
evening. At that time the completed
draft of the covenant, comprising 27
articles, was submitted. There Is no
longer any doubt in Paris that the
league covenant will be
part of
the peace treaty, and In this country
the opposition seems to be losing some
or its vehemence.
It was announced that the cora misslon had adopted a section specifically
safeguarding the Monroe doctrine, and
that Geneva, Switzerland, had been selected as the seat of the league of na
tions.

i

An Important and Interesting part
of the treaty, which has been formu-

lated, deals with water and rail communications In enemy states. Freedom
of transportation through Germany and
Austria and equality of treatment In
ports and harbors Bre provided. The
regulation of transportation, over the
Rhine and Danube provides for the
entrance of France, Switzerland and
some nonpartisan states to the present
Munnhelm convention between Germany and Holland covering the mitigation of the Rhine. '
The European commission controlling the mouths of the Danube will be
continued, representatives of present
enemy states being excluded from It,
and a similar International commission
wil) be established provisionally for
the upper Danube. This will last until
a new general Danube convention Is

established.
A new International convention cov
ering the navigation of the Elbe and
Oder rivers Is recommended to protect
the Interests of Poland and Czechoslovakia and give them freedom of
navigation without discriminating du
ties, down through German territory
to the North and Baltic seas. These
states would be further given free port
privileges at certain north Germon har
bors In order that they may be. enabled
to develop their export and Import
commerce.

Bolshevism made, another big play
last week when a soviet government
of Bavaria was set up In Munich by
the revolutionary central council. The
landtag was dissolved find people's
commissions appointed.
This action
was supported in Wurzburg and Ratls- bon, but throughout Bavaria generally
It was violently opposed not only by
the bourgeoisie but also by the peasants. The latter hold control of the
food supply and declared they would
refuse to deliver food while the soviet
government "remained In power. The
bolshevlsts prepared measures for the
communlzatlon of property and the
formation of a Red army, whle the
government' they sought to replace, re
fusing to retire, set itself up In Bam
berg. Later In the week the citizens
and officials' of Wurzburg
struck
against the soviet government and
ousted Its agents after severe fighting.
The diet met In Hamburg and the ministers said they regarded the situation
with confidence and that outside help
According to reports, Mr. Lansing's to suppress the- bolshevlsts was not
opposition to the British and French needed.
desire that the former kaiser should
The communist government of Hun
be tried by an International tribunal gary rejected the propositions made
resulted In the compromise plan stated
Smuts for the allies, concern-Iñg'th- e
above. The Americans, It was said,
neutral zone and other matters,
were In favor only of a moral indict- and made
with,
ment without recourse to prosecution, which Smuts returned to Paris. Meanowing to the lack of an international while the Hungarian bolshevlsts were
law covering the case. The Japanese cheered by the news that Lenlne was
representative supported this view.
d
sending them 150,000 men. In an
Tne reparations clause specifies that
wireless message to Tchltcher-I- n
the enemy countries must admit their
Russian foreign minister, Bela Kun,
responsibility for all losses and dam- said ; "We do not want to use the dicage to allied and associated nations tatorship of the Hungarian proletariat
And their citizens due to unjustifiable to take bourgeois chestnuts out of the
inggresslon; also that Germany is to fire for the bourgeoisie.
When the
fay the expenses of the commission German proletariat shall have power

The Rhine frontier, the ultimate disposition of Danzig, the Italian claims
to Flume and the Dalmatian coast and
orne lesser matters remained to be
settled at the time these dispatches
were sent. That agreement on these
questions was believed to be Imminent
was Indicated by the fact that the commission to prepare for the signing of
the peace treaty at Versailles was busy
making the neceRsary arrangements
for that moníentous occasion.' Premier
Paderewskl urged before the council
of four that Poland should be given
Danzig and the coal fields of Teschen,
Silesia, but the belief was that this
matter, as well as that of the Rhine-lanwould be settled In conformity
with Mr. Wilson's 14 points, his absolute adherence to which he again declared ; that, of course, would preclude
the annexation of enemy territory.
How the Italian claims would be settled there was no intimation.

--

counter-proposal-

Inter-cepte-

they will jise it for the benefit of Ger
man Imperialism, and will throw out
Scheldenmnn, Ebert, Nmske, David and
their press valets."
Persistent effos to Induce German
Austria to go bolshevik were hampered
by the dependence of the Austiians on
thé allies for food, but Amsterdam dls
patches said a soviet republic was pro
claimed In Salzburg, which Is near the
Bavarian border. In Vienna conditions
became steadily worse and acts of vio

Brvtc.

William S. Rheem, president of the
Standard, Oil company of California,
died suddenly at Santa Cruz, Cal
Rheem, who was 57 years old, wus
Identified actively with the oil Indus
try of the L'alted States for more than

thirty years.
Property valued at $23,000 wus de
slroyed and blooded livestock, Includ
ing twenty span of horses and mules,
burned to death, when a big barn on
the Malcoma Moody ranch at
near The Dalles, Ore., was
Tygh-Ridge-

burned.

HEWS REVIEW OF

Union newt
'

'

Cattlemen, mining men and other
Americans operating ia northern Mexico are preparing a protest to the
State Department against further
shipments of arms, ammunition aud
horses through EI Paso to Mexico for
use of the Mexican federal army.
Charles Elmer Jenney, noted Cali
fornia poet and naturalist, died sud
denly at Colfax, Calif. Jenney was
the author of several volumes of po
etry and was a frequent contributor
to periodicals.
He was a recognized
authority on the natural history of

lence Increased. A meeting of the sol
diers and workmen's council of Vienna California.
was called for April 14 for the purpose
Fifty years ago, May 10th, the Un
of discussing a soviet form of govern' Ion Pacific Railroad building toward
ment.
the Pacific coast and the Central Pa
cific building toward the east met at
In Germany there were continual
Promontory, near Ogdén. On the day
outbreaks against the Ebert govern' the two great lines were united many
ment, the greatest demonstrations be
notable persons visited the spot and
ing In Essen, Magdeburg and In the. the last spike driven In completion
of
former duchy of Brunswick. The Es the' road was one of gold.
sen radicals brought about a strike of
A letter found In possession of Har
the Krupp workers and seized the
plant, but were ousted by government ry M. Wicks of Portland, under arrest
at Spokane, on a charge of disloyalty,
troops, after which
s
of the
men went back to work. The insur which refers to a meeting of the "C.
gents of Magdeburg also were routed C. C," was published by th pojlcd
These Initials were signed
by soldiers sent by Minister of Military Tuesday.
Affairs Noske. From Brunswick come to threatening letters received by Gov
reports of a strong movement In fa- ernor Stephens of California shortly
vor of a soviet government; and com before the executive mansion at Sacmunists of Saxony made a like de ramento was damaged by an explosion several months ago.
mand.
So long as the railroads remain un
As had been anticipated, the allies der government control it Is Improb
were forced to evacuate Odessa, being able that homeseekers' excursion rates
attacked by an overwhelming number will be put Into effect, according to a
of Ukrainian bolshevlkl. This was re letter Secretary of State C. L. Stew
ally a considerable triumph for Lenlne art of Montana, has received from Ed
and Trotzky, for they gained control ward Chambers, director of traffic, un
of the most fertile regions of southern der'the railroad administration. The
Russia besides capturing large supplies letter was In response to a memorial
of cash. The allied commander with of the Sixteenth .Montana Assembly
drew his troops, numbering nbout 50,' nsklng that such ratea be restored.
000, to Constantinople and Roumanla.
WASHINGTON
In North Russia the soviet troops ap
An appeal from three until recently
peared to be preporlug for a renewal
exiled Catholic bishops of Mexico to
of their offensive, despite their recent the people of the United
States and
vajn and costly attempts against the Mexico to
be "patient and forebear- allied forces. British reinforcements
ing the one with the other lest .the
and American engineers sailed from amity which.
Just men desire to pre
England for Archangel.
be disrupted by evil
serve"
shoald
Decidedly unpleasant was the admis
forces, was made public in Washingsion by the war department that open
ton by the Mexican embassy. ,
mutiny was threatened recently by the
The War Lubor Board decided unan
American troops In North Russia un
less Washincton sneedilv . announced imously for the adoption of a forty- Its policy us to early withdrawal of eight hour week for the silk mills In
the armed forces In that region. Some the metropolitan district or New Tork
of the men flatly refused to go to front district. Nearly li 0,000 workers In 48(1
Hue positioil. The American soldiers mills are affected. Representatives of
cannot understand why they are call the employes asked for establishment
week. The mills
ed on to make war against Russians of a
and fifty-fou- r
when war has not been declared, and It have been working flfty-lwhours.
Is declared this feeling Is shared by
Out of a total of 730 Oregon draft
the troops of other nationalities. Representatives of the
Rus registrants reported to th office of
sians have rt'pentedly said in this coun the adjutant genernl as deserters or
try that they ask only munitions and delinquents, 43d still are under Invesmoral support from the allies, and tigation by Department of Justice ophave urged that all the armed forces eratives.
of the latter be withdrawn from Russia
Winter wheat production this year
as speedily as possible.
was forecast at 8;7,)00,(HM) bushels by
The Esthoiilans reported continued
the Department of Agriculture, basing
successes against the bolshevlkl, InIts estimate on the condition of the
cluding the capture of seven villages crop
April 1st, which. was 99.8 per
and many prisoners.
cut of a normal.
.
Approximately
1,800 officers and
Conditions In Roumanla and Poland
are causing the allies considera- men will be engaged under Rear Adfor there Is danger, miral Strauss in the dangerous task of
ble worry,
some feel, of a greqt bolshevlst emovlng the 57,000 mines which
Hungari- American naval forces laid in the
combination
of Russians,
ans and Germans that would crush North sea
barrage.
those two countries. The allied troops Eighteen mine sweepers will be used
that went from Odessa to Roumanla ml attached to the fleet as tenders.
will help some, hut It was felt that no
Recruiting for the navy during the
time shoi'id be lost In getting General
Holler's .'ollsh divisions to Poland. week ending April 3rd showed a slight
Marshal Koch arranged with the Ger Increase over the week before, the
mans 'that, those divisions might be total enrollment being 1,245.
Tho
transported by train across Germany,
astern Division again led with GÜ7
and If necessary might be landed In nd the Central Division was second
Danzig. In this compromise of the dis- with 245. Enrollments Jn the South
pute with the Huns over the East Prus- ern Division were 244 and In the West
sian port, It is felt by many that the ern Division 89.
allies yielded tro eáslly to Germany
Exchanges between, the United
and did not give due support to the States and Japanese governments reclaims of Poland. In England Premier
garding the recent dash at Tien Tain,
Lloyd George was bitterly assailed for
iiina, between American soldiers and
his Danzig policy.
Japanese, are expected to result short
ly In a satisfactory understanding,
Freakish weather worked havoc In closing
the incident.
the Southwest and West Inst week. In
Lieutenant Colonel Anse.ll, former
north Texas, southern Oklahoma nn I
acting Judge advocate general and one
Arkansas there was a terrific tornadi.
the. leaders In the controversy over
that killed about one hundred persons, of
diInjured many more and destroyed courts martlul procedure, has been
by Secretary Baker to prepare
rected
property worth millions of dollars.
Heavy snow in the Rocky mountain and submit a bill which in his opinstates tied up the railroads and demor ion would correct deficiencies In the
existing military Justice system.
alized wire communication.
two-third-

forty-four-ho-

o

Mean Cad

Lhod

People who have impure or impover
ished blood should be careful to take
only a temperance remedy made of wild
roots and barks such as Dr. Pierce'i
Golden Medical Discovery is and has
been for nearly 50 years. Ingredients
printed on wrapper.
The f.rst day yoa start to talce thi
reliable medicine, impure germs" and
accumulation begin to separate in the
blood and are then expelled through
the eliminative organs.
In place of the impurities, the arteries and veins gradually get fresh
vitalized blood and the action of thii
good blood on the skin means that pim
pies, boils, carbuncles, eczema, rash,
acne and all skin blemishes will disappear. Then you must remember that
when the blood is right, the liver, stomach, bowels and kidneys become healthy,
active and vigorous and you will have
no more trouble with indigestion, backache, headache.
Get Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Disy
covery
at any medicine dealers,
in tablet or liquid form, or send 10c for
tria! package to Dr. Pierce's Invalids
Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.
to-da-

Atchison, Kant. "For a great many
years Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery has been our household remedy.
lnone instance especially I found it to be
The .Hungarian Bolshevlkl have wonderful. When my boy was convalescturned temperance advocates. The ing from scarlet fever he had breaking out
Budapest soviet has decreed that ex- in blotches all over his body, face and
treme cases of drunkenness shall be lhnbg. One bottle of 'Golden Medical
punishable with death, says a dispatch Discovery' completely cleared up his skin
from that city. Persons are liable to and also proved a splendid tonic. Personally 1 have found the 'Discovery' splendid
death also If found In the streets of for bronchial troubles and catarrhal conBudapest after 9 o'clock at ntghf.
ditions." Mr. M. E. MOU, 710 AtchThe allies have drawn up a list of ison St.
articles which Germany will not be
permitted to export without permis
sion, uccordlng to a Paris report. The
list Includes coal, coke, paper, wood
pulp, timber, dyestuffs, products of
Iron and steel, sugar, window glass,
machine tools, machinery and electri
cal machines and their ports.
Premier Romanones of Spain had a
conference with the British ambassa
dor concerning the convention between
Your Veterinarian can stamp
Great Britain and Spain. England by
them out with Cutter'a Anti-Cathis treaty will permit the importation
Scour Serum and Cutter'a Germ
Free Blackleg Filtrate and Aggressin,
of Spanish oranges and will ship to
or Cutter'a Blackleg Pills.
Spain 150,000 tons of coal a month.
Spain will lend Great Britain 75,000,
Atk him about themv If he
000 pesetas, the rate of interest being
hasn't our literature, write to us for
information on these products.
5 per cent.
'
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WHITE SCOURS
BLACKLEG

lf

SPORT

The Cutter Laboratory

;

Governor Beekman of Rhode Island
Berkeley, Cal., or Chicago, 111.
signed the bill legalizing Sunday base- "Thm Laboratory Thai Know How"
boll. It becomes operative at once.
The Glbbs bill, designed to legalize WHY NOT PURE-RREDboxing bouts in New York was passed
If any farmer will put in two or thre
registered Shorthorn frmal?t and keep the
without debate In the Senate by
lemaie increase he win
vote of 27 to 18.
aoon have a valuable
herd at ama coat.
A team of officers from the Eighth
A
Kanaaa farmer
produced K4 head of
Cavalry, stationed on the border, won
registered Bhor thorns
from one cow in Ii
tho Del Monte Lodge- cup In the polo
yea ra.
A Wisconsin
tourney at Del Monte, Calif.
farmer produced X'lO
head from one cow in
The Chicago Cubs, on their training
leía than 15 years.
The value counts up
trip, had no difficulty winning from
fast if they're
the great war veterans' baseball nine
RHORTHORN BREEDER"
at Phoenix, 7 to 2. A capacity erowd AMERICAN
AN8'. 13 Itoxter I'arlc Ave., Chira. III.
saw the game, in which Vice President
Thomas R. Marshall tried to pitch the
first ball, which Governor Campbell
failed to catch.
Tinliinff (klrin
S?

11

-

pure-hred- a.

Soothe Your

GENERAL

Tlve Baden bank of .St. Louis was
held ui by eight bandits and looted of
an amount estimated at $100,000.
Rioting marked by promiscuous fir
ing by strike sympathizers and police
opened the tenth week of the textile
strike at Lawrence, Mass.
By a majority, twice as large as
that by which they voted the state
"dry" In 1910, Michigan voters reject
ed a constitutional amendment modify
ing the state's prohibition laws to per
mit the sale of beer and wine.
Unfilled orders of the United States
Steel Corporation on March 31st were
5,430,572 tons, according to the cor
poration's monthly statement. This Is
a decrease of 580,215 tons compared
with the orders on February 28th.
The state of Illinois won a victory
over the federal government when Su
perior Judge Foell made permanent
an Injunction granted last February
restraining the American .Telephone
and Telegraph Company ana Postmaster General Burleson from increas
ing telephone rates in the state.
Miss Margaret Carnegie, daughter of
Andrew Carnegie, and Ensign Roswell
Miller, U. S. N. R., have obtained a
marriage license. The wedding will
tuke place April 22nd. Ensign Miller
Is the son of the late Roswell Miller,
chairman of the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul railway.
He Is 21 years
old. Miss Carnegie Is 22, and
child of the former "Steel manufacturer.
Mrs. Stanlslawa Lypchlnskl
has
teen held for trial at the May term
of the Circuit Court on a charge of
murdering Sister Mary John, a Fellclan
nun who disappeared from the con- ent at Isodore, Mich., eleven years
ago.- Mrs. Lypchlnsky, now 50 years
of age, was a priest's housekeeper at
Isadore when the nun dlsoppeared.' A
from the
body recently exhumed
church basement there is held by the
prosecutor to be that of Sister Mary.
The trial Of Mrs. Annie M. Smith.
known as "the gypsy queen," for the
Mrs.
killing of her mother-in-law- ,
Lena Smith, aged 73, on May 7, 1917,
ended at Baltimore in a verdict of
murder in the first degree, without
apitttl punishment. She was sentenced
to life Imprisonment.
Six physicians and four druggists
were arrested by Internal revenue of
ficers at New York, charged with vio
lation of the Harrison act. Fifty drug
addicts were taken In the raid, and
drugs valued at $23,000
were seized,
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4 toilet preparation of merit,

.

Helps to eradicate daudrail.

For Reetoriac Color 4
to Gray or Faded Hair
le- at Dnnnrnta.
"d

Í Beaut

f

TRY THIS FOB ECZEMA.
Drtifrglet ha wonderful prescription!

fo

Edema or any Skin Dlseaae. You can fat
them. Just tend your name and addreaa to

Geo.,J. McCabe, DrugKlat,

Nekoma, N. Dak.

Have a Party for Him.
Howell "My boy was born on elec
tion day." Powell "That Is a real
campaign Issue." Cartoons Magazine.

Just say to your grocer Red Cros
Bag Blue when buying bluing. You
will be more than repaid by tho results. Once tried' always used. 5c.
What Wag the Cost?
Jo I was touched by her sweet man
ner.

JimFor

how much?

'

i

FOE

SWAIIP-ROO- T

'

KIDNEY AILIÍEÜIS

the-onl-

habit-formin-

Cuticura

dnwrlita: Snap Jfl. Ointment S JUKI. Tutom-J- S.
Sample each free of "OvUcw 0pL I, Bertaa.
All

There ia only one medicine that really
Mtands out
as a medicine for
curable ailments of the kidneys, liver and
bladder.
stands the
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
highest for the reason that it has proven
to be just the remedy needed in thousands
upon thousands of distressing cases.
Swamp-Roo- t
makes friends quickly
its mild and. immediate effect is soon
realized in most cases. It is a gentle,
healing vegetable compound.
Start treatment at once. Sold at all
drug stores in bottles of two sizes, medium and large.
However, if you wish to test this great
preparation send ten cents to Dr. Kilmer.
& Co., BinRhamton,
U. Y., ior a sample
bottle. When writing be sure and men
tion this paper. Adv.
Between Friends.
Glndys Freddie Is a handsome man,
Mabel Yes, I almost wish I were
engaged to him ngaln.
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"Merchant' Fleets

Nearly on Par Within

V

Five Years, Peace Con

gress Experts

J
tí

eheve.

By LLOYD ALLEN,
Special Staff Correspondent
(CnpyriKht,
Western Newspaper Union.) .
AIUS. America is starting out to
come n big maritime, power. With
their great shipyards just coming into
100 per cent production, Americans
can expect, within five years or so, to
Bee their ling flying over n fleet of
merchant carriers nearly ns large
the liritfsli fleet of merchant boats.
Tills prediction Is made from figures
nnd material supplied by the Ameri
can flipping experts iiere In Taris and by estimates
made by the British chamber of shipping In London, of which Lord Inchcnpe is the bead.
In 3921 the British will be In the lead; America
will then have 10,000,000 toiis of boats while the
British will have 19,000,000 or 1:0,000,000. America expects to maintain' her shipbuilding plants
until she eventually has 0,000,000 tons of
good, substantial boats.
That will require Ave
years perhaps. Much will be heard about friction
between our government and the British over this
be taken for
ay
luostlon of shipping, but
granted that America' is maintaining a preíty fair
kind of an understanding with her British friends-othe proposition.
From the British shipping Interests there probably will come a long series of protests over the
fact that Amerlcu is branching out as a powerful
factor in the shipping business. But these howls,
ven though they be long and loud and very sincere, will not mean that America nnd Great Britain are at daggers' points over tlio matter of ships.
America will, without doubt, have her arguments
with the British over many
issues that will come up Inci-
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WMtra Nwpaper Union New Rrrlr.
Good roads enthusiasts from Lin
coln county formed the "Lincoln Nonpartisan Good Heads Association" at
a recent meeting In Capitán.
Bonds to. the amount of $50,000 for
the construction of an auditorium to
supplement the Roswell high school

ill

FRECKLES

Kow

b

(lie Tim

Tlm'i

utumrd
Ircnitn
pott.
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so longer lh illithtMt nw1 of

of your frpcklM,
U (uarenteed to remoT

tIUIne--lo- ub

f!lnf

tUeM bouuUr

get
onnr
Simply
of Othlne donhte
trongth from your dniKKlst, and apply
littl
f It nlgbt and mornlm and you abould aoon are
begun
to
reck
lea
en
bar
tne wont f
that
while the lighter on hare Tanlahed
ttrrly. It la aelilom that more thin one on ore
at needed to completely clear tbt akin and (ala
4 beautiful clear complexion.
Be eure to auk for the double itrengtli Othlna.
aa thla la told under guarantee or money back
Adr.
U It fail to remote fracklea.

Dependent on Language.
Many thoughts lire so dependent
tipon the language In which they nr
clothed that they would lose half their
beauty if otherwise expressed.

building were authorized at the recent
school election at Roswell.
Sylvester K. Bailey of Vanadium
'
"Cold fa the Head'
must hang In the Grant county jau
action of uie If an acute attack of Naial Catarrh, Paras
the
April
as
25th,
far
-ara auhject to frequent "colde
who
lona
local court goes. Notice has been glv
In the head" will find that the uae of
f
MEDICINE will
to
the
appeal
HALL'S CATARRH
en by hi counsel of an
build lip the Pyatem, cleanee the Blood
oi and
a
reversui
for
Court
Supreme
h
State
render them leal liable to colde.
l
...
::
f
'
Repeated attacks of Acute Catarrh mar
the verdict.
to Chronic Catarrh.
'
'
takThe entire business district of Clo- - lend
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE ItBlood
;,
the
ine new en Internally and arta through
vis was menaced by fire,
Byetem.
of
the
Mucous Surfaces
motor apparatus was gotten on hand onAlltheDruKglatl lc. ieeumunini
.
eioenft ei anv caae of catarrn mac
quickly and proved the worth of the
will not
MEDICINE
CATARRH
HALL'S
Investment by checking the flames cure.
. w, ioieuo, ...
F. J. Cheney
promptly. As the fire was In the mid
dle of one of. the big business diocks
Household Hint
of the town, apprehension was felt
"Alliert, I want you to see the new
for a time.
dining room set Mr. Brown has bought
izA5ojrbzir.
The county jail of Torrnnce county for his wife. It would just match our
Esground
at
has been burned to the
paper."
found about 2 wall
ones turned out during the tancia. The fire was
jau.
near
tne
residing
by
parties
rinra nlmnlee. headache. Dad breath by taklaa
rush of war work. It - a. m.
were In grave Hay Apple. Aloe, Jalap rolled Into a tiny euiar
no secret now that a nuin- The three prisoners
plU
called Doctor Flerea'a Henaenl Pelleta. Adr.
ships danger of boing burned to death but
her of our .rush-Josupfire
The
in
time.
not
just
were released
iuVoii tliev were
Easily Settled.
but
nosed to be perfect boats evidently started from the outside
A young man of sixteen
Question
other details as to its origin are un wants to know If love is a failure.
thev were rush jobs.
appreciatknown.
What will be
Answer Not at sixteen.
The federal government has decided
ed by the sailor Is the
good quarters and high to add another regular army officer
Cuticura Comforts Baby's Skin
Á
,7,'- pay American ships will to'those already stationed at the Now When red, rough and itching with hot
nfftird. Our entry Into the Mexico Military Institute. He will as- bnths of Cuticura Soap and touches of
world shipping game has sist Major Barlow in Instruction In Cuticura Ointment.
Also make
.,
j i. ,'
already improved the sail- military science, and tactics, but his now and then oí that exquisitely scent''
ors' lot all over the world. military rank has not been determinen ed dusting powder, Cuticura Talcum,
The Scandinavian nations UDon. Two sergeants irom me regu one of the Indispensable Cutlcurt
are discarding the
lar army have also been detailed and Toilet Trio. Adv.
and are are now at noswall
crnmned forecastle from their new boats
were
Different Troubles.
putting In quarters featuring comforts that
Interest , oll llft8 been requickened
days.
sailing
"I have an electric runabout on my
.
old
ot rtnavull hv the assertion oi wo
unknown in the
Hereafter the business of being a sailor will not Seven Rivers Oil & Gas Company that hands." "You're lucky. I have a
during
on my fingers."
be the disagreeable Job It was before and
in their shallow test well south ot
iu
first
better
be
to
going
pay
is
100
feet
only
the war. The
town at the, depth of
BOSCHEE'S SYRUP
the American boats and later In the foreign trade. they encountered oll sand. They are
house
It will be the same proposition as a business giv confident that at a greater depth it
America! Introducing industrial reforms and
will mean a big producing well. The will quiet your cough, soothe the ln
ing higher pay and enlarged opportunity, thereby site is outside the artesian belt which flammntion of a sore throat ana lungs,
virtually obllelne rival concerns (Great Britain ia aniri to account for the shallow stop Irritation In the bronchial lubes,'
nnd the other shipping powers) to maintain the depth at which the oil sand was found, insuring a good night's
free from
snme wage schedules and reforms, in order to keep
voung lads from Brooklyn, N. coughing and sviih easy expectoration
Two
lhelr eninlovees satisfied.
v nirort 11 and 12. who have been In the morning. Made and sold In
That'the "stoker class" of sailors, the men who
years. A woncountry for a America for fifty-twboilers in a superheated searched for over the
tended the
prescription, assisting Nature in
InstruC'
derful
under
by
past
officers
month
seems
now
iircroom, will disappear almost entirely
parents, were taken from building up your general health nnd
to be a foregone conclusion. In their places will tlou of their
Especially,
Ben throwing off the disease.
furnaces by watching a set a' train at Carrizozo by Officer
be men tending fuel-oi- l
In lung trouble, asthma, croup.
useful
been
had
families
their
West
after
terand
of
none
the
doing
of valves and gauges nnd
tagged and bronchitis, etc. For sale In all civil
rible physical exertion that was necessary for the communicated with were
They
had gone as lzed countries. Adv.
ships. Fuel oil has started for home.
their way,
beating
Phoenix,
ns
west
far
merchant
engines
for
come to stay, ns have oil
A French Orphan.
bad;
started
and
turned
ships. Use of either of these modern power gea and then had
overseas soldier told
returned
One
stoker aboara ship of their own accord.
erators eliminates the
his company adopting a French
about
'
the worst class of labor needed,
For the first time tm record In the orphan. They were all excited about
In place of thj
sailor will come In state of New Mexico a man's desire to it and alt had In mind & little hometake a bath resulted In his having to less girl or boy, and when the picture
due time probably much sooner than we expect
the trained shin worker, whose position in the go to Jail. Warren Burton and Mark
thnt the eovernment sends of
Erring are the precedent breakers. ej(,h onei lt was tne picture of a worn
world will be infinitely higher than his predeces-sor.
They went to yie Aivaniuo i
nn of about forty years old.
Lots ot criticism is henrd regarding the ships oueraue and made use of a bathroom
American yards turned out during the rush of without even registering or paying for
Though, batn
war work. Many of them leaked; the rivets were their accommodation!
1$ Your
not put in carefully there was not enough time, tnir freauently they are charged wil.n
Work which brings ny unuaual
Edrope had to be fed armies in the field needed vagrancy, which implies tramping and
on the back and kidneya tendt
strain
munitions time was at a premium.
disinclination for baths.
to cause kidney ailments, luch ai
dizzineas and
n. lit, lu.iiLnv... American shipping men do pot consider our war.
l'nblo Gallogos lu the Dlatrlet Court
Kidney
diatreming urinary troublei.
built ships as fair examples of what our yards ot Bernalillo county has ruea suit
mane any mm ui vu.
complaint
w
neglected
there
can turn out und are predicting, with much as- acalnst the Santa FÍ railroad In which
if
and
doubly hard
.A1 Jmniv rtr riffht a
j
surance, that Amerlcnn-bull- t
boats will be as he asks for $5,000 damages from the
dineaee. If your work ia hard on the
stanch as America's steel buildings.
company for the death of his father,
? u
back, keep your itian-y- e
a
was
who'
Gallegos,
timing,
Pablo
tion with Doan't Kidney Pila. thouAmerica Now Leads World,
on
them.
hi
faly
sand
tracks at Grants
Today America leads the world In ship build' wo eon across the
he was struck and killed
lug. The neutral nations ran out of steel nnd are 10 U when
A Colorado Cate
- The
petition alleges
not eomnetltors.
The French and Italians are bv trat No. 0.
W.
Conrad. Drop.
F.
empty freight cars had
S
of cigar store,
building only a relatively small number of boats. that a string of
Pearl St., Houiaer,
standing on a siding near the
-uoan
The British, counting nearly 200 boats being built been left
say:
Colo.,
crossing In such a way as to obscure
Kidnev Fill Moved of
In Canada and other British dominions, have about
great value to me In
more
a.
than the view of (he approach of any train
little
000 boats under way, a total of
ainicuint1
relieving
crossing the tracks.
orlalnir
frnm ritaor- 2,000,000 tons. America hns almost twice as many to persons'
' Back- kidney.
dered
Eugene Conley, arrested and fined
acne was me wii
being built, totaling about three and a halt million
.a I.nunc u- - eymptom I hnrt, but
i
tons, and we ore "Just getting started.'
on a charge or siennug
Kidney Pill
Doan'a
Fort Sum
near
a
greatly benenterl me.
rancher
n
policy
longlng
Is
to
shipping
of
ownership
Government
At times since, then Iy
prh'ate ship owners are fighting in America jind ner. turned out to be a fugitive lrom have used Doan's
coinPills when I have
Enirland as well. Lord Inchcupe, president Of the nrmv service at Fort Sill. The
F- had a Biigm return m
a
guard.
sent
s
there
shipping
of
officer
the
and
mondinc
chairman
I have
Brlttsh'chamber of
the trouble.
re
was
he
and
him
on,i
nfter
itmi'hnt
PTPIlt British shin concern, the Peninsular and
and satisfactory benefit."
Oriental company, hns emphatically stated he will turned to Oklahoma.
Cat Doan'a at Any Stare. 60 a Boa.
sell out his large Interests in British shipping ac
The suit o,' the land owners along
to
tivities if government ownership and control are
the acequia madre ie J.as regas
CO, BUFFALO. H.T.
against the Gallinas Catfal, Water Storbe continued Indefinitely,
Las
lt is understood, on Americun authority hereship-In- ago' nnd Irrigation Company, and
land
gug Und grant, E. BStorrle
that government control of American
ping Is to last only a relatively short time until owners along the asylus acequia, and
the defunct law of supply and demand has again numerous other acequias has been ren
into operation, when the world trade routes onened and its determination will
That
Hot
have been reconstructed from the havoc wrought naiiy settle the water rights from
Vfjaka
SEIÉT
Lili
below
SDrínars
miles
...to n point two
prior
rlalm
plaintiffs
American
the
however,
that
The
M,a,
Vegas.
'expected,
is
It
If not on sale in your
.mvommetit will always stand committed to a poli- - ..unts on n appropriation mads be
town, send $1 for pound
Sign
fht
Introduced
'utioiu
package of Old Fashion
cy of ship control on certain definite phases of the foro S45t and they
Hand Rolled Chocolates,
of
business. For instance, the government should orner witnesses Pon Eugenio Romero,
sent prepaid.
not be expected fo permit rival ship lines flying wno enme to this section in that year
Good
compet- - ,;nn wjj0 testified to the acquirement
thp American flag to embark on
THE BRECHT CANDY CO.
Chocolaitt
DENVER
against of tiese preferential rights. A docu
be
It
business.
would
for
programs
itive
the government's policy after the days of rigid ment drawn In 1842 has been intro
control have passed to permit rival ship Hues duced which shows that a man named
tq operate more ships on a given trade line than Maes wns granted permission to bv.lid
a mill provided he did not usurp rlghh
the tonnage ot tnat route uemaimeu.
You can CtSE? AtíSltísa Cst
n waters of land owners on the ace
More American ships mean more naval vessels.
Our navy must be maintained so ns to compare quia lnv ived.
i
of YOUR
favorably In size with the merchant fleet. Not that
Oil men are enthusiastic over what
Bythenaeof .
or
era
arma
an
excessive
we are making ready lor
na. DAVIB ROBERTS'
they declare to he the prospect of
i
incuts.
finding'nll in tke Tularosa Basin which
This much Is settled, however: America Is be
beon officially fixed by the United
power,
has
great
and
a
maritime
as
J
SmnEipeoe
ginning her career
Easily Applied. Sur Reeurta,
Is going to try to make States Geological Survey about fifty
,
government
American
the
(Mtxeeatutty
lor 3 year.
fV
ia4
paid miles north of El Paso and bounded
"
"j Consult Da. DAVID EOBEKT9
the Ufe of our sailors as comfortnble, ns well
Skil mtMltH.
well-paiIn
.11
animal
any
life
of
as
the
nnd
Sacra
Andres
respectable
by tho Organ, San
and as
f rmatlf.n f
0ad for FRES
'
employee In a modern American business concern. menta ranges. Thousands of acres oí eapy of "The Caul. SpacWt
- - -comvow- -. y
these lands have been leased by va imtifin on Anemon
Our young men of this generation and the
WsakaaB. W m.
UU,uSA&li CO. M Cr
ing decades then will gradually become greater rious oil companies, one of which has
Present U. 8. laws allow every
world travelers than they have been since the early set aside $100,000 for drilling explora- - HUKBY
lamlly make HO iraiions noma w ... Cripple
'
il noatoald.
days of our republic, and America probably will tlons. Oil experts who have examined ... iiL. in
Co., Cripple Creek, Colorado.
Pub.
from
Creek
Isolation
feeling
of
world
the
regain
condi
never
the field say that the surfaco
affairs she had before her entry Into the great war. tions are Ideal.
W. N. U, DENVER, NO.
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old-tim- e

dentally as the shipbuilding
program grows and through
all one may expect to see
the eminently fair and just
elements In the British government agreeing In word and
spirit to the fundamental
policy of the American government on shipping affairs
a policy that Is not new. This
policy was first expounded by
Benjamin Franklin, namely,
that America, should have
enough ships to carry 50 per
cent of her exports and imports. Franklin held that
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mude goods or raw materials,
and having raw materials and
- manufactured goods to sell
overseas, should own afleet
xr
capable of carrying half of its national Imports
to a point where the American fleet is balancing
and exports.
the American factory and agricultural resources.
lie used to draw n i,li.iiii.i, ri a mtj.i
i,,..,tinilv
Plan Fleet of 20,000,000 Tons.
riivmv
perfect balance in this Important economic quesBrPefly, the American policy Is to create n fleet
tion. . For the sake of illustrating his point.
of something like 15,000,000 tons by 1921 nnd 20,-- "
000,000 eventually. This will help replace the
Franklin would state that a fulr balance, in the
ships lost in 'war and needed by the world at large
ship business, could always be maintained if warehouses, put half way across an ocean, served ns
and will put the American merchant marine on its
feet.
points of Interchange for the overseas trade be.
Eventually we will try to operate n fleet of just
tween two nations. One nation would take, In Its
a bit more than our rightful f.0 per cent, since we
own ships, all of Its goods for export and leave
expect to have a constantly growing South Amerthem at the warehouse
this Imaginary point In
ican trade that should be handled in American
the middle of the sea. There the ship would load
boats as much ns possible.
up with goods" from the second nation and haul
While America Is looking at the ship business
them back home. Ships of the other nation would
a sort of 0 plan, the British view the whole
on
.
loilow tne same program.
situation from an entirely different point of view,
Naturally enough mldocean warehouses are a
They could not' possibly operate on a policy that
physical Impossibility.
And no two nations could
would fit American Ideals and plans for the future.
exto
equtil
tonnage
ever have anything like
The British, Industrially and geographically, differ
change. For all practical purposes, except in the
matter of framing policies, the Franklin scheme is . too much from America to permit them to follow
a program similar to ours.
blackboard stuff, very useful In explaining the,
Here ure the main points where the policies of
theory of foreign trade to a schoolroom, but of no
the two countries differ on the authority of the
engineer or
vital Importance to the
American ship men here in Paris :
foreign trader.
'
operate her ships on n nonprofit
will
America
All Cannot Be Shipping Nations.
basis. .The.' fleet will be considered, during the
Then the whole world cannot be guided by tin
renext few years, as an adjunct to Americans
Franklin idea. Many nations are unable to get
factories.
nnd
our
of
farms
servant
sources, a
They lack ma.' Into the shipping game seriously.'
The British, in the meantime, will continue their
terials for shipbuilding, perhaps, or they lack
of operating sh!is for a profit. Shipping
policy
year
Kussla,
around.
deep-watportsopen the
with them Is n business In Itself, a business that
light for a
under the czars, made a
Is supposed to pay, and does pay, satisfactory
r
port open 12 months out of every year.
dividends.
and
ports.
Italy
lacks steel
Switzerland has no
'
While the Americans consider ships as a means
coal for operating shipyards. And so the story
toward an end that Is the building up of a forgoes. Most 'nations for one reason or another
eign tiadorthe British will operate their ships for
game on account of
keep out of the
the profit that is made by ships. They are in the
natural obstacles.
game to make money out of carrying tonnage
In this very situation, what might be termed the
the seven seas they have acquired the
across
of
the smaller
economic and political misfortunes
holding their
heritage of Tyre, and
nations work to Ihe advantage of the bigger mariheritage
ship
business.
helping
their
nations,
time
Ve will both be great sea 'powers. Britain will
Today, America and. Orea t Britain have enendeavor to have all the tonnage she can; Amertirely different policies on the problem of world
s
fleet that
ica will strive to keep up n
..shipping. We are going into the game, according
Imports
our
per
cent
of
50
overseas
transport
can
"the
experts
in
Paris
for
here
to our shipping
deep-se- a
of
just
our
Is
share
which
exports,
peace conference, because It is of vital Importance
traffic. And we will also take on, as the months,
for the future of America to own and operate a
pass and as the world gradually returns to the
per
cent
of
carry
50
ourxports
fleet big enough to
ways of peace, n goodly proportion of the South
and imports. Such it program is almost mandaUnited
American trade, providing plans of the American
of
States.'
the
prosperity
future
the
tory for
al-- '
officials do not go awry.
complete
to
our
We need a merchant marine
Il'ow will America and Britain achieve the alms
ready enormous industrial system, our chain of
Is the job ahead
of their big shipping men? What
big factories. AVe need ships to haul our grain to
yards? What will the entry of
ship
American
our
raw
transport
We
for
materials.
to
foreign lands;
America mean In the world business of shipping?
must not face the future placing ourselves at the
outThese questions represent some of the
mercy of any other nation's ships nd shipping
whole situation.
of
the
points
.
standing
say.
officials
shipping
interests, our
British shipbuilders nnd owners," who are now
In ibis war Just ended with the defeat of Geprotesting against continuation of governmental
rmanythe whole' world had a concrete example
control, will build something like 3,000,000 tons of
of what ships mean to a nation. Japan, by gainorsupremacy
In
ships in the next two years, possibly more, in
the
ing for a time irte shipping
to
marine
vip
mercantile
British
the
bring
der to
has been able to almost paralyze Chinese foraccording to the British chamber
tons,
000,000
Japanese
boost
and
19
trade
America
with
eign trade
' with the United States by the simple expedient
of shipping .in London.
shipyards wilt
ships fof 'the benefit
It is expected that the American
of operating Japanese-owneof turning out 11,000,000 tons In the
capable
every
slie
right
to
do.
had
There
thing
be
;
a
of Japan
next two years. If both programs are realized the
were not enough ships to go around and the
a' prewar
world wlíl have returned to better than
Japanese adopted the policy that Chinese trade
matter of ships. When the peace
the
In
footing
Japanese.
rather
than.
suffer
should
a" world shortage of
conference started there was
This condition will rapidly right itself; but in
Some experts estlr
tons.
fi.OOO.OOO
like
something
to
in
silence.
suffer
ihe meantime the Chinese had
9,000,000.
at
deficit
ship-plumated the
There are dozens of other examples that
AmerOne of the things we can expect from the
men point to by way of illustrating the necesships than the
of
lot
better
a
is
shipyards
shipping
ican
business
the
ity for America to go into
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A new hydrant is installed at
the street water tank and it is a
convenienceto the public again-

I

glyphs.

They went over for you. They
fought for you. Some of them died

I

.fivj,;

for you.

The tlx
cuts shown
abovs can be used as weather
indicators In conneotiftn with official weather forecasts, or as
front-pag- e
"ears." Thslp use, as
well as the use of the othtr
cuts In the page, will help your
community sell Its quota of Uta
Fifth Liberty Loan.
n

Liberty Loan will be used for to
pay the expenses of the men who
didn't count the cost.
Bring cm backquick!
your limit of cash and

sources.

London's twin sister of Cleopatra's
Needle was reported as resting comfortably and endiirlnly on the banks
of the Thames, and the rival port wondered whether a preparation would be
found to stay the attack of their
harsher climate.
(Such a preparation was soon forth'
coming. A new paint combination as
a preservative for stone was Invented

f
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It s up to you to bring back the others.
That's what a big part of the Victory

B.iiy to

New Yorkers awoke one morning to
'their breakfast headlines the
news Unit a zealous park employee had
discovered signs of disintegration on
the surface of the city's most treasured
antique Cleopatra's Needle. Photographs revealed that the monolith was
peeling, large pieces, pf sandstone having fullen from the talt s;aft, carrying
with them part of the prized hiero
flnil In
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A II McGlothlin, and wife of
Mosquero, were in Roy Weiines- dajf.
W mistook Mc, for the
original ."Uncle Sam" with' that
whisker of his and fóutul oat
lafpr tViA
been appointed Postmaster at
'
Mosquero. ;,

Mrand Mrs. Wensell

had! .as
I.Fonday
evening Mr. and Mrs. R,.E AH
.
dredge, Mr. and JIrs. F. A.,
Voglesburg and Miss .Bessie

guests at dinner on

ER MAME, NMálTOR, I

Roy-Mrs-

J

McNama.

aird ChrlKiian striiK- Kle at Alexandrl:,
.ill

s

The Boy Scouts of Roy,.a2Cn-panie- d
by the Girls who used to
be organized,
secured saveral
rigs and drove to the canyons
Thuriday after trees whiclSi will
be planted according to- Arbor
Day rules as the weather was not
suitable to planting on- the appointed day. They had a
plenty to eat at their picnic din
ner, and secured a wagon load of
small treas. , Rev. Hearn is- in
charge of the enterprise.
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that we have given our promise one that

until we have paid our bills.

promise!
If the Victory Liberty Loan fails, so will we in our
delay.
and dont

Victory Liberty Loan Committee
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60,000 ACRES OF WHEAT LIKE THIS AROUND ROY
The Roy Mesa has lost $50,000,000.00
this season ! because a million acres of
the finest of wheat land has been permitted to lie Idle when It would have
produced wheat like this shown In the
pictures had It but been planted.
It Is the purpose of this Issue of the
to tell to the world
some of the facts concerning this wonderful mesa of which Roy is the metropolis, market and chief business center.
The purpose of this paper is not to
tell you but to SHOW you some of the
Inducements the Roy Mesa holds forth
to the farmers of older states where
the population Is being
and land prices are becoming prohibitive.
We want you to learn, from these
pictures, that here on the Roy Mesa
lies a million acres of the finest Farm
Land, In the best climate and offering
the best Inducements to farmers of any
similar tract In any state or country.
Fifteen years ago, this mesa was
open range country Inhabited only by
cattle and sheep men with their herds
and flocks and was then considered a
part of that ghastly joke "The Great
American Desert," which the older
generation now living were taught In
their school books to fear and hold In
awe as a place beyond the pale or possibility of civilization.
The. only traces of advancing civilization forty years ago were brought
by the adventurers who came over the
Santa Fé trail from the Mississippi,
and sometimes their civilization was
almost questionable.
With the building of the E. P. & S.
W. Railroad across the mesa to the
Dawson Coal Fields, settlement and
homesteading began, but actual, successful farming came later. The original homesteader Is usually such because he has not the means to buy a
farm and he can satisfy his desire to
own land only by making his bet with
the government that he can Uve on It
without starving.. The history of some
of our successful farmers now living
here and some homesteaders who bore
the hardships of pioneer life and then
sold their birthright, would outclass
the most strenuous fiction and the obstacles they have overcome were not
merely physical but they have succeeded in the face of political obstacles
placed In the way of the homesteader
by those who, honestly or otherwise
opposed the development of the country from open range to agricultural
conditions more strenuously and barbarously than did the aborigines fight
against the advent of the first pioneer.
In spite of all opposition the Roy
Mesa has developed Into one of the
greatest agricultural sections of the
Great Southwest and It Is only now at
the beginning of Its career.
Of a region roughly outlined as
twenty-fiv- e
miles wide east and west
by sixty-fiv- e
miles long, north and
south 453,000 acres is now In the
hands of actual farmers and 99,000
acres is under cultivation, less than 22
Spanish-America-

n

ROY MESA

H

Million Acres of the Finest Wheat Land Is
Permitted to Lie Idle.

d

Dairying has proven the safest and
most profitable branch of farming in
connection with wheat raising and general farming. The Cream Can has supplied many families with the other necessities and many of the luxuries of
life on the farm, and the dairy possibilities of the mesa have not yet been
developed but are being recognized and
adopted by most of the best farmers.
'
Now about the price of land :
We have been Impatient, not to say
disgusted with the conditions known to
exist In other states where good farmers were paying rent as high as $10,
and up per acre for a year's use of
land that sold for $200 per acre and
more, for the chance to try to raise a
living on it above the rent. Some succeeded, more failed, while at the same
time land was selling here for less
money than the price of a year's rent
in Eastern states. This condition has
changed.. Land is not selling so cheap
now but it is still selling for less than
it should. We have in mind land that
produced $75 per acre net, after deducting all the cost of planting, harvesting and marketing the wheat off it
and supplying valuable
pasture
throughout the winter months and this
land sold for less than
the
net value of the wheat crop. It Is an
Impossible situation which will soon
remedy itself.
These facts are commended especially to farmers and renters lu Eastern
states where rents will be $15 to $20
per acre next season, and we ask you
candidly, can you afford to own a farm
which $20 an acre rent will not net
you more than 3 per cent of the selling
price of your land when you can get
400 per cent of the cost of this land
out of one crop?
Can you afford to pay $20 an acre
rent for land that will not produce as
much when you could buy land here
for less than a year's rent in a land
where you can never hope to own a
farm of your own. We want you, the
small farmer and the renter to own
section farms here where you have all
to win and no chance of loss, to help
develop our resources and make this
country what God meant It to be.
The pictures shown In this sheet are
all taken especially for you and we
don't ask you to believe even the pictures, but we do extend an earnest invitation to come and see for yourself,
then, If you don't want to put In with
us, we don't want you either.
And in addition to all this we offer
the latest and most popular Oil Field
in the Southwest All this region Is g
exploited for oil and wells drilling
all around us may bring in a gusher
now most any day. We are not boosting oil, merely telling you this, and if
you want In on some of the best oil
gambles there are, you can find wildcatters, developers, and producing well
speculators here ready to show you or
sell you stock but that has nothing to
do with the good old, honest, legitimate enterprise of farming which Is
the sure, and acknowledged future of
this mesa.
one-fourt- h

-
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ONE OF SEVENTEEN THRESHING RIGS MAKING A

shows 60,000 acres of wheat this year,
and, while threshing Is now but fairly
started, the yield indicated will be an
average of about 30 bushels per acre
with many fields threshing out from 40
to 50 bushels per acre of wheat testing
as high has 63 pounds to the bushel.
An estimate of the acreage to be
planted this fall cannot be made at
this time for the reason that farmers
In caring for their
are so
summer chops, and help Is so scarce
and wages so high that many are doing
all they can without help and letting
the rest go, not trying to sustain their
acreage or enlarge It. The wheat that
Is planted Is coming on splendidly and
many farmers declare they will plant
wheat even though it Is November before they can get to it.
Much wheat is being planted in the
stubble fields from this year's crop
because It is impossible to properly
prepare the land for planting. This
method has produced splendid crops in
past years and has the advantage of
costing but little to get In the game,
but It is not a good practice to follow

per cent, and less than 5 per cent of
the total area.
This land, where It belongs to the
state Is leased, usually at a yearly rental of 5 cents per acre for grazing purposes or 10 cents an acre for
farming. The fields shown in the pictures on this page have yielded this
year from $40 to $75 per acre In wheat
alone and some of these fields have an
average yield, for the past eight years
of from 12 to 18 bushels per acre, thus
proving that a big crop year Is not
merely occasionally but that this mesa
actually produces, under proper handling, as large a yield and as sure
crops as do Kansas or the Dakotas, or
any other wheat states, and the quality is unsurpassed, while the climatic
conditions are more favorable to wheat
growing and the handling of the crop
after It is grown than that of any other
state. There is no sweltering heat In
harvest, no freezing and thawing In
the winter and spring months and usually dry weather and good roads to
haul wheat to market and market facilities are Improving to keep pace
with the increase in acreage ud yield
A careful canvass of the district

over-work- ed

up.

Wheat Is by no means the only crop

raised here. Corn, the good old standby
of many states, grows here to perfection. For years corn was experimented with and many believed only the
flint varieties, or Mexican corn would
grow at this altitude. This fallacy was ,
dlsproven long ago, but, like all errors,
the Idea died hard. This season thousands of acres of yellow dent and white
corn are scattered over the mesa and
yields of 50 bushels per acre and more
are common, while the average yield,
farming efIncluding many
forts, will be better than 25 bushels
per acre.
In the matter of feed crops the sorghums and Sedan grass are grown with
success every year and the only reason
feed Is ever scarce is that many persist in depending on winter pasture
which the prairies produce In the form
of gramma grass in abundance and
the wheat fields add to when the
snow does not cover It to a depth that
renders it unavailable, as It sometimes
does. Barns to shelter feed supplies
and stock on the farms are among the
Improvements we must have and which
we are getting slowly as we get away
from the pioneer stage.
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WINTER WHEAT YIELDING OVER 40 BUSHELS PER ACRE.
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ONE OF A THOUSAND CORN FIELDS ON THE ROY MESA, GOOD
FOR FIFTY BUSHELS PER ACRE.'
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SUDAN GRASS, THE GREAT HAY CROP, YIELDING FOUR TONS OF THE FINEST

FEED PER ACRE.
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SIXTEEN STACKS ON SEV

ON THE EDITOR'S HOMESTEAD.
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THESE TREES ARE SIX TO TEN YEARS OLD
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NOT IRRIGATED.
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CANE AND CORN WORTH $40 PER ACRE.
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YES. WE HAVE ORCHARDS
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ACRES, 3,000 BUSHELS OF WHEAT.
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HOME OF FRED FLUHMANN

-

FRED FLUHMANN'S BARN YARD.

Fred Fluhmann. and Wife, Natives of Switzerland, Came Here With Their Family From
Texas Ten Years Ago With Almost Nothing at All. Now They Own Four Sections of
Land and Hare Made All These Improvements. Mr. Fluhmann Has Marketed More
Corn arid Beans in Roy Than Any Other One Man on the Mesa. In 1917 He Marketed
$11,000 Worth of Pinto Beans; This Year His Crops Will Bring Over $20,000.
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Threshing Wheat With One of the Most Modern Rigs, and Substituting Small Tractors for Teams Is Not Uncommon.
This
Steel Case Has Threshed 3,500 Bushels of Headed Wheat in a Day, With "Stiffy" Anderson in Charge of
the Oil Can and Monkey Wrench, and John Shamblin and
His Fordson Romps to Town With Two Wagons Tandem
Faster Than a Team Can Come With One. -
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YES,
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ONE MORE WHEAT FIELD. LEST YOU FORGET
There Were 60,000 Acres Like It on This Mesa This Year and
Will Be Again Next Year.

IT SNOWS HERE SOMETIMES.
SOLANO, N. M.
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HARVEST SCENE OF 100 HEADER CREWS

CATHOLIC CHURCH, ALBERT, N. M.

TYPICAL SCENE ON THE T. E. MITCHELL RANCH
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The Wilson Mill, Elevator and Store at Mills, N. M., Only Rival
to Roy on the Mesa. This Picture Is a Joke. Mills
Is Really Quite a Town.
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PLEASANT VIEW RURAL SCHOOL
A Typical Gathering of Farmers of One of the Most Progressive Communities on the Mesa. Here Many of the Major
Problems of
of Community Life, of Cooperation and Other Problems of the Pioneer Have Been
Threshed Out. The Annual Old Settlers' Picnic Has for
Years Been Held Here.
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Red River Bridge,
Single Span, Longest of
Its Kind in New Mexico. The Top of the Hill Is
800 Feet Above the River Bed.
250-Fo-

SOME PUMPKINS

J. H. Mitchell and Granddaughter.
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REGISTERED HEREFORD CATTLE
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SNOW SCENE, ROY DEPOT, APRIL

9, 1919
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Has an Average of Over 18
Bushels per Acre for Eight Consecutive Years. He Raises Wheat for Winter PasHis Orchard Supplied
ture for His Cattle, the Grain Is a
More Fruit Than He Could Use the Past Four Years.

Home of G. R. Abernathy, Pioneer Wheat Grower Since 1910.

This Man Tried Hard to Sell His Farm for $15 per Acre Last Year. This Wheat on Only 23
Acres Will Bring Him More Money Than He Asked for the Whole 320.
He Is Glad He Didn't Sell. So Are We.
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HOMES AND HOME SCENES ON ROY MESA
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RAISING CANE

TYPICAL HOMESTEAD SHACK

ORCHARD

Home of Mr. and Mrs.

J. M. Elder, Pioneer Homesteaders and Successful Farmers. Mrs. Elder Is Principal of the Solano
Schools and One of the Leading Educators of the Mesa.
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RESIDENCE OF MAYOR F. S. BROWN
Roy Pioneer and Strenuous Eooster. General
Manager of the Northeastern New
Mexico Oil Company.
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FARM HOME OF J. W. JOHNSON
Former Texan and Man Who Has Done Much to Develop the Agricultural Resources of the Mesa. He Is President of the
Mutual Hail Insurance Co., which Cut Insurance From
12 to iy2 Per Cent This Year.

6.

THE FATHER'S HOUSE
Catholic Rectory, Roy, N. M., Home of Fr. Felix Vachon, Promoter
of the Sisters School and Builder of the New Church.
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HOME OF J. H. MITCHELL
Homesteader From Arkansas. One of the Best Type of Pioneers of
the Roy Mesa.

MRS. E. B. HOLMES AND HER PRUNE

TREE
She Picked Five Bushels From This Tree and
Sold More Than Fifty Bushels of Apricots.
Besides No End of Apples, Pears and
Peaches. This Is a
Orchard and
Has Never Had a Drop of Irrigation.

HOME OF ELMER V. NEILL
Railroad Fireman Who Raised, Threshed and Sold Over $10,000.00
Worth of Wheat This Year Off His Homestead.
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MORE REGISTERED WHITE FACES

WEANLINGS CRYING FOR THEIR MOTHERS

.'

And now, in conclusion, we have given you just a glimpse of this
Please remember it is sixty miles long and twenty-fiv- e
miles
wide, and it is as good or better all over. To properly present it
all at one time is beyond our ability.
Sometime, when our new office is built and equipped, and we
have the time, facilities and incentive, we will go this thing one better. In the meantime, we regret that we cannot present all our
friends and tell you of their crops, yields, hardships they have endured and their ambitions for the future. What we have is true and
can be shown any day, and it is not all the truth, nor even the best
of it.
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The

mesa.

CANYON SHELTER

has been the only newspaper representative of Roy for fourteen years, and has always presented our claims
fairly and conservatively. We have been a little ahead of the town
at times and admit she has caught up with us at present, but we are
going to be a worthy herald of Roy or get out of the way of some
one who will be in the future. If this effort seems worth while to
you, send it to your friends. Over a thousand copies have been ordered before it was issued, an appreciated tribute to the confidence
the people have for their old "
Spanish-America-
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Spanish-American-
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r actery Experts

will demonstrate the latest models of
Lincrconand International farm tools.
Comity

Mm D

A rents and other 'Agricultural Specialiits will lecture
-

A-ricul- tural

en rami topics.

A Special Feature Will Be A Demonstration Of The!

i.ev international

vjpqrAt,
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This machine is shown for the first time on this mesa, It cuts and threshes your
grain
'
'
machine for mesa fanners, ata moderate price and a money saver,
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fit'

at one operation, 'is a practical
!
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Farming ourselves the largest acreage in Northern New Mexico, we re particularly interested in modern farm methods,
perhaps more so than any other implement dealer in New Mexico teda
-,
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this demonstrartion.

If Yon Have Farm Prc!)bi;is Alaut Which Yen Are In Doubt, If You
u ant To G..t Th- - Lr.l:t hi :.s in Fannin- -, If Ycu Want to sco A "Real
Lia cf
Farm Tcol, Cj 5.ir.: to com -- to this D.moiiiiration.. Daaí ícr;;í to 1,ííij the Laciics; ad Ciahhva tso, They vill enjoy see-lí-'
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DUtlHG THIS

DO10MSTRAT10M

ROW, SOME LftD't WILL UECEIVE
'
PRESS VVACC-MO

A

SOME

NEW

ADCAI ITTIT V T?Ti?T?
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lf.M WILL f.CCEIVE FHEE, CNE TWO SECTION IHTEr.HATIHAL DE.13

m Vi KfÁlKl,

HÍMMÍ'UE, AND SOME
'

STr.IilGS TO THIS CfFER,

EVERYONE
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W.vJ ATTENDS Hi.5
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Oil GIRL WILL RECEIVE

A

JUNIOR

KAR-
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AH EQUAL CHANCE.

Vrhvi your liiiicli.es and clay all ú:y. Plenty of tables arid seats
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our Rest Room.

Plan to attend at least one day.
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April 19,19Jf.
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FAIRVIEV PHARMACY
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The Roy Drn

I'ure Prups, CWmieáiá'end
Patent Medicines ' '
,
IYrodioals and Stationery
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Store

,

Kodaks and .Eastman Supplies

Hi

Perfumes and Toilet Articles
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Dr. M.'D. Gibbb, Prop.
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the At.str of lloraesen,
.Su.yet
r.UHl re they who have tlm C,ft
..ti.tf Hill, Kiin.. In his
(f milMn? fH(i,n,u.f(ir u lsi OI0,f
t .m:;
Ii tno, hellcVe iti tuiiiinn onith- - (uuVa
h,.t ,.;ft" it h.w.u...
ti'hood ; luif fcood many (ÍC the hriiththings, but above nil, the power of
must luí pollcomcn, imd do (heir Koln.í oiiJ of. one's sc!f,,nn(l
appretiat-- i
diily wlihmit tmc or favor." Uotky
wli'ntever 'is uolile md loving la
Mouutulu News. ,
Another. Thomas Hughes.
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This Space Donated by
C. B.
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STUCBLEFIEtt) Co.' IVopríctQrp,
New: R léxico,';

Roy
FOR

Tractor,
'
Price $175. Will do the work of
4 horses just overhauled and in
first clasi?: shape for spring' work
J. J. Taylor ' Kóy; N. M. '
SALE-Fo- rd

FOR SALE it fat ho weight
350 lbs.:;: ... '
C. B. Strawn. .
Roy New Mexit oT

For Employers' Coairleratien.
run linve rio hope in, Ihcir
they live pnri'ly from .Imnfl tr
mouth.-anyou eammt sínml
of Intelliiicnce unions jt.lte .,ln(x.i-i;i;Mass if ihcir. minn-- i arc too. poor
leisure too short to enuhle then,
to particijmte In the eiiltnrn, Hiiitis.
ing en round them. Exdiuuge.
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Farm Loans

good '.bunch' of
We have"a
Work Horses
and Mules' and
Brood Maresi. 'all well broke to
V,
work; Also some good ' Bronev
Barreu
w
3
for sale. This stock will be kept
or
ft
MONCV
in Roy where it can be seen at
TO LOAM
any time. Right prices and good
5 .3
stock
See either of us in Roy any time
Easy terms if you want credit. You Don't have to wait for the
money. It is wailing for you.
GEO. II. RAY,
--
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Owners.

SoútH-Wester-

n

Vara;

P. J. Conklin, Mgr.

-

MtgT-Co-

Roy N. M.

DONATED
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O.B'ERT'S
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Hirdware Coal

ioy.Newidexico
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